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B

B#-prep.

This Babylonian Aramaic prefix is usually

equivalent to the preposition T#N (which

appears frequently in both Hebrew and

Aramaic) in all its meanings and nuances. It is

a contraction of T#N : the ayin is replaced by alef,

whose pronunciation was similar to it in

Babylonia, and the lamed is replaced by a

strong dagesh in the first letter of the next word

(unless that letter is a guttural consonant,

which cannot take a dagesh).

This prefix is placed immediately before either

an individual word or a group of words (and

even before Hebrew words and phrases), as

illustrated in the examples below.

.1T#N;T#Nb#a+Kon; upon
K@\+KCB#B#ẐT@BIGNKQSD,B

(the bird) is sitting on the ground

.2T#N;T#NK#E;âS@Pex;N]V̂R+K

at; by; near; in front of
Bz\@BT#R̂K@BĜY@B+KB#a@C@B.CCBPXKTBRJ,C

A poor man came and stood at the door

.3T#N;R&D&Eagainst
ẐP@B...P#\̂R]K\]KQB#a@Z@K̂i\@BCZMG\PD,ZT"B

he hurled ... our mishna against a baraitha (=he
pointed out a contradiction between them)

.4T#N;âRfD+T#N̂-with reference to; about
B#n+KV@BY@B+K![C\NH,B

He stands with reference to the latter clause! (=The
amora is referring to the latter clause of the
mishna!)

P#ŜFzE]KB#b̂R+KC@FC"YTD,Bthey testify about stealing

Y@\@R+K...B#"B@ĈE@FĜR]P̂X+B\a#TzN#\PeO"\PGZFMC,B

(the tanna) is stating (his halakha) with reference to
(the case of) ‘‘it became lost and was discovered to
be defective’’

.5T#N;N̂V]Kaccording to
a]KR]K\@BB#ĵZ+S#dv]ŶN#d.CCBPXKTBTJ,CGZ["K[O

(As for) a fish – its weight is according to (the size
of) its belly.

.6T#N;a]D̂N#Nbecause of; on account of

B#q#P̂X@BeC#ZY#P̂X@BIzZeCK̂Zer@N@K]O.DKJKQRF,ST"C

On account of (the incident involving) Kamtza and
Bar Kamtza, Jerusalem was destroyed.

An alternative explanation: because of (the confusion
between the names of) Kamtza and Bar Kamtza (according
to the commentary CQKFGKET ad loc.)

.7T#N;N̂P#T#Q;a#TzCeZfor
Z’I]i@KBa#ZKfS+U{K̂F#CeN+KdHeH+KB#l]N̂I@B.

CCBPXKTBPI,ZT"C

(As for) R. H. iyya b. Yosef – (some people) gave him
money for (the purchase of) salt.

For the use of the ‘‘hanging’’ case (or ‘‘nominative
absolute’’), see G for G, pp. 255-256.

.8B&\

Sometimes this Aramaic prefix serves as an

indicator of a direct object – like the word B&\ in

Hebrew. It is not translated into English.

b#k+K\B#c#T̂v@xC"PYJ,Byou revealed your intention

This prepositional prefix must not be confused with the
initial B- that indicates either the first-person singular of
the future tense of any verb in both Aramaic and
Hebrew or the Aramaic B#V̂T+N binyan (e.g., in B#Êj#Z , he
mentioned).

SEE: B#b#C,B#b̂R+KC@F,B#c#T̂v@Bc-,B#ĉZ#a@F,B#F@B,B#FzE@E+K,

B#F+K@KB,B#îKE+K,B#k]Ka@Bc-,B#oeP@Bc-,P]KE]KE#FzG@FB#-,T#N

B#B]KS@E#Q~=B#+B]KS@E#Q|eB]KS@E#Q

B@C~B#C/BzC]Kconstr.,B@Cf\abs. pl.,

BzCf\constr. pl.|n.

Besides the basic meaning, father, this noun is

commonly used in the following senses in post-

Biblical Hebrew:

.1Z‘Brhead; chief
K̂FeE@Fa&QJ#a#BK{B#Ca+K\c]KQ;Ĝr]P̂TfQa&Qr&J#I{

R@s]KB.IDKDFJH,ZT"C

Yehuda b. Tabbai (was) head of the court, and
Shim’on b. Shetah. (was) nasi.

In the Sanhedrin this title was conferred upon the
h. akham who was second in rank to the nasi. See R@s]KB .

.2T]q@Z;P@YfZ)N]ÊC@Z]KOF#l]Ŝv@TzV]KOP]l&me(

archetype; source; principal category

1B#-{B@C



BzCf\P̂N@BMf\B#Ẑa@T]KOI@S+ZB#I#\.

[C\TD,ST"B)P[RF(

The principal categories of labor (that are forbidden
on the Sabbath) are thirty-nine.

B#a@B~BzC@F@Q,BzF@C@\@Bpl.|n.

.1B@Cfather
j@NP]X̂G@\@Bc]P̂I#i#KCB#a@BN̂P&KT&C#EN]ĈZ+KdYKEG[KQN,C

all duties that a father must perform for his son

This Aramaic noun is often used in the Talmud

with pronominal suffixes which (except for the

unique form B#a@B , my father) are appended to

BzCe- , as follows:
your (m./f.) father B@C]Ky/B@C]Kx BzCex

his father B@C]KG BzCed/BzCeF]K

her father B@C]KF@ BzCeF@/BzCeF@B

our father B@C]KRe BzCeQ/BzCeR@B

your (pl.) father BzC]KM&O BzCeMfQ

their father BzC]KF&O BzCeFfQ

See G for G, p. 237, note 3.

.2B@C]Kmy father; Daddy; Father
B#a@Bb@EfNP+B@C]Ky!SRFEZKQNH,ST"C)P[RF(

My father is superior to yours!

)[(B+KQF#v]KRfYKfE+TN]ŶZf\"B#a@B"Ĝ"B]l@B"...

CZMG\P,ST"B

a child who does not know how to call out:
‘‘Daddy’’ or ‘‘Mommy’’...

P+B#a@BP@Z]Kr̂P]KT#N]KCZMG\MJ,C

I heard it from my father, my teacher

B#a@B!B#a@B!F#CN@QP]KĴZ@B!\TRK\MD,C

Father! Father! Give us rain!

In Bereshith Chapter 44, Targum Onkelos uses B#a@B as
the translation of both B@C , a father (in v. 19), and B@C]K , my
father (in v. 24). In the Talmud this Aramaic noun appears
in Hebrew contexts as well (as in the first two examples
of this definition), and even today B#a@B is the standard
mode of address and reference to one’s father.

.3B#a@B;P@Z)v‘B#Zj@CfE(Abba; Mr.

This word is sometimes used as a title of

respect before a proper name.

B#a@Br@BeNCZMG\NB,BGTGEAbba Sha’ul

TzC@E]KOer̂V@If\{B+KQYfZ]KQBf\@O"B#a@BôNfR]K"

Ĝ"B]l@BôNfR]K\"CZMG\JH,CGZ["K[OGT’PBKZK[O

(as for) male and female slaves – (people) should not
call them ‘‘Abba So-and-so’’ or ‘‘Imma So-and-so’’

According to Rashi (on CZMG\PH,B and KCPG\RH,ZT"C )
this title of respect was sometimes applied to the famous
Babylonian amora known as Rav – instead of his given
name. On the other hand, Rashbam (on CCBC\ZBRC,B )
and Tosafoth (on KCPG\RH,C ) contend that Rav was
called by the name Abba since it was his given name (as

in the case of the amora Z’B#a@B in SRFEZKQKH,C ). See also
R. Aharon Hyman in his Toledoth Tannaim Ve’amoraim,
London 1910, pp. 27-28.

.4T]q@Z;P@YfZ)N]ÊC@Z]KOF#l]Ŝv@TzV]KOP]l&me(

archetype; source
BzCeFfQĉMek̂Fec@O[C\MC,B

The source of all of them (i.e., the previously-
mentioned restrictions) is (the case of) ‘‘blood.’’

Literally: ‘‘their source, that of all of them.’’ See ‘‘The
Anticipatory Pronoun Suffix’’ in G for G, pp. 253-254.

SEE: Z#C,B]l@B

B]a@Bn.

K#T#Zforest
Z#a@Fa#ZZ#CFeR@BFzG@FN+KdF#FeBB]a@BB#beE@B

ĉR#FzZ@B.C"PYH,ST"CGZ["K[O

Rabba b. Rav Huna owned a forest on the banks of
the river.

The form CBCKF , which first occurs in IGNKQSH,ZT"C in a
Hebrew context (and is repeated several times on that
page), does not appear to be related to this Aramaic
entry. As in Hebrew, it should be vocalized âB]a&KF@ ,
referring to the growing fruit of a plant still attached to
the ground (Rashi ad loc.). This usage parallels the Biblical
phrase T‘E&meâB]af (in Iyyov 8:12), while still in its growing
fruit, which is still used today to mean in its youth or in its
preliminary stages.

Targum Onkelos regularly uses the Aramaic noun B]a@B

as the standard translation of the Biblical Hebrew noun
ôZ]K , fruit, e.g., in Bereshith 4:3. See also Daniel 4:9 and

Rashi ad loc.
SEE: BzC]KC@B

B#a@C@B~=B#+a@C@B|ea@C@B

BzC#E~BCE:B@C+KEprt.|

B@C#E;P+\it was lost; he died
BzC#EY@\@BĉP#b@N@B,BzC#EeB#N̂V@BHeH+K.C"PVC,BGTGE

(If) the handle of the sickle (given as security) was
(subsequently) lost, the one thousand zuz (loan)
have been lost (to the lender).

IzC@NT#NĉB@ĈE]KQĜN@BP]r̂v#ĵI]KQ!

SRFEZKQYKB,BG’Z["K’[OGCVKZG[GN[PG\G:J

Woe for those who die and are not found (since
they are not replaceable)!
SEE: B]Kv̂C#E,B#âE-,BfC]KE,BzC+KÊ\@B

B#âE-~BCEo#T+N:B#afE+Kinf.|

.1B]a+E;B@C#ENf;F]V̂S]KEhe lost
)N(D#ĈZ@BĉJ#ẐY+KdN̂D#k+KdĜB#âE+KdN̂P#V̂v̂I+Kd

SRFEZKQYKD,ST"B

a man who locked his door and lost it, (i.e.,) its key

.2F]r̂P]KEhe destroyed

2 B#a@B{B#âE-



R]KI@BN@xĉB#âE]KR̂FeN̂Mek̂Fe?!DKJKQRH,C

Is it pleasing to you that I destroy them, (i.e.,) all of
them?!

In both examples in this entry, a personal-pronoun suffix
( =+Kd in the first example and =]KR̂Fe in the second) is
attached to the verb B#âE- , in anticipation of the direct
object that is to follow ( ~N|P#V̂v̂I+Kd and ~N|MeN̂Fe

respectively). See ‘‘The Anticipatory Pronoun Suffix’’ in
G for G, pp. 253-254. For this use of the prefix N- , see
‘‘The Direct-Object Indicator’’ in G for G, pp. 251-253.

B#Ĉc]KN~CENB#V̂T+N:P#Ĉc]KNprt.,B#ĈcfN+Kinf.|

F]Ĉc]KN)=B@P#ZF#Ĉc@N@F(he recited havdala
FzCeN+Kdj@S@B,ĜB#Ĉc]KN.VSIKOYG,C

They gave him a cup, and he recited havdala.
SEE: a@E+KN,âE]KN

1

B#Ĉc#N̂v@Bn.

F#Ĉc@N@Fhavdala

This declaration is recited at the conclusion of

the Sabbath and festivals, distinguishing be-

tween their sacred character as opposed to

weekdays.

I#P̂Z@BN̂Y]Kcer@BĜB#Ĉc#N̂v@B\TRK\ME,B

wine for kiddush and havdala

B]a#cfZ+K/B]Ka#cfZ+K~=B]\̂a#cfZ+K|inf.

eB]Ka#c#Z

B#ĈÊ\@Be n.B#ĈẐ\@B

BzC@F@Q;BzC@F@\@Be n. pl.B#a@B

B#aeC@Bn.

B#aeC)ĵN]KR̂D]KR@F(musical instrument
T]Kq#Zr]KZ@Fa]M̂N]K,ĜK@N̂V]KR#QP+B#aeC@BĉP‘[&F.SGMFR,C

Music is essentially with an instrument, and we
deduce (this) from (the precedent of) the musical
instrument (at the time) of Moshe (Rabbenu).

It is not clear which musical instrument is intended:
Targum Onkelos uses B#aeC@B to translate TeD@C in
Bereshith 4:21, while Targum Yonathan uses it to
translate I@N]KN in Yeshayahu 5:12. In contemporary
Israeli Hebrew, an oboe is called an B#aeC , an organ is
an TeD@C and a flute is a I@N]KN .

B#afE+Ke inf.B#a+E

BzCed;BzCeF@eB#a@B

B#ĈG#GẐR̂Y@B/B#ĈG#GẐR̂Y]K/BzCeẐR̂Y]Kn.

B]KN@Qr&p]kfP̂ZAa&F

a tree that provides a great deal of shade
Z["KTKZGCKQMF,C)BCNT’Z["K[OMG,BE"F"NFZT"C[O

\[GCG\FDBGRKO(

B]aeN@B~B]aeN+Kpl.|n.

.1r#T#ZF@T]KZcity-gate
)E(I@K̂KX]Kb#ĈZ+KP+B]aeN@BĜT#ES]KM̂Z@B

PDKNFMJ,BGZ["K[O;M\GCG\KH,BGZ["K[O

men form a separation between the city-gate and
the cemetery

.2T@r]KZaristocrat; nobleman
Z[C"OCCBC\ZBYPD,ST"B

This Aramaic noun is not related to the Hebrew noun
B]KaeN , mourning, which appears in the Mishna (e.g., in

KCPG\PB,ZT"C ).
SEE: a@C@B,b#k- DIFF: BzC+KNe\@B,B&ĈN@B

B]afN@B+Kn. pl.

rfTzZ+KF@T]KZwatchmen of the city gates
Z["KREFSH,C

BzCeR̂b̂Z+Kn. pl.

P&N̂X@Z]KO)r#l@r]KOF#P̂S#ĉZ]KOrAN̂I@Rf\(

waiters (who set up tables) ’Z["K’PG"YKC,B

SEE: BzJeẐR̂D@B

BzCeẐb̂R+Kn. pl.

Y@\&ÊZ@Bf\)j]ŜBf\N]P̂MAa@E]KO(

chairs (for distinguished persons)
Z["KTKZGCKQSC,B)BCNT’\GS’[O(

BzCeẐR̂Y]Ke n.B#ĈG#GẐR̂Y@B

B#ĈH#Y#\n.

vfN#T#\;T@rmaggot; moth

Z["KCCBPXKTBTI,CE"F"BCHYB"

BzC]g@Z+K-n. pl.

ĉC@Z]KOF#t#i@M]KO)N-(;IzN@Y]KOĴV+N]KO

things belonging (to); subordinate matters
B]KR̂FeĜM@NBzC]g@Z#K̂KFeSRFEZKQTE,ST"CGZ["K[O

they (=those mitzvoth) and all their subordinate
matters (=all the other details that are subsumed
under them)

In ordinary editions of the Talmud, this Aramaic noun

3B#Ĉc]KN{BzC]g@Z+K-



occurs only in the passage quoted here, but Rashi ad loc.
quotes a second instance TfN@FĜM@NBzC]Kg@Z#F@B in

PRIG\TD,C – instead of TfN@FĜM@NIzC+KZ@\@d , the
reading in our editions. It is used more frequently in
post-Talmudic works, and it has even entered con-
temporary Israeli Hebrew – especially in the phrase

BzC]Kg@Z+KZ&M&C , automotive accessories.

B#ĈJ@Bn.

R‘BE)=s#Yr&NTfZ(

wineskin (leather bag for liquids)
T"VZ["KTCGEFHZFNE,ZT"C)BCNT’\GS’[OE"F"BMJB"(

B#ĈJ#I-~CJIB#V̂T+N|

F]ĈJ]KI#)=R@\#QF#ĈJ@I@F(he promised
B#ĈĴI@xN@xĜN#BzCexN̂T@N̂P@BĉB@\+K?SRFEZKQXI,B

Did he promise you and your father the world-to-
come?
SEE: a@J#I

BzC]KC@Bn.

B@C]KC)=F#Ĉr@N#\v̂CeB@F(ripening of grain
ĜH]KP̂R@Bc#BzC]KC@BN@BP̂J@BSRFEZKQKB,ST"B

and the season of ripening (springtime) has not
arrived

See Shemoth 9:31 and Rashi ad loc.
SEE: B]a@B

BzC+KÊ\@B~BzC+KE@\@Bpl.|n.

BzC+E@Fa lost article
P#F̂ĉZ]KR#QBzC+KÊ\@BâS]KP@R@BIGNKQXF,ST"C

we return a lost article through a mark of
identification
SEE: BzC#E

BzC+KNe\@Bn.

BzC+Ne\mourning
N@Bv]KR̂FfDBzC+KNe\@BPGTEYJQM,C

do not practice mourning
SEE: B]KB#aeN,B&ĈN@B,a+KB&ĈN@B DIFF: B]aeN@B

BzC+KN+Kn. pl.

BzC+N]KOmourners
j]KFzGeP#ĈZ]KBzC+KN+KSGJFNF,B

when they were serving food to mourners
SEE: B]KB#aeN,B&ĈN@B,a+KB&ĈN@B DIFF: B]aeN@B

BzC]KŜR@Bn.

P@RfZ)=YfZ@Fa]P̂MfR#\BzZ]KD@F(

(the heavy) beam (that is part of a loom)

)M(BzC]KŜR@BĉD]KẐc@B+K[C\YRB,ST"CGZ["K[O

the heavy beam of weavers

The reading of Talmudic manuscripts is B#M̂ŜR@B (with a
khaf instead of a beth), and it is confirmed by Targum
Yonathan of I Shemu’el 17:7.

BzC+KY~BCY:B@C+KYact. prt.,BzC]KYpass. prt.,

P+KC@Yinf.|

.1I]a+Zhe attached
eP̂T#i+KNN̂Fea]D̂N]KP@BĜB@C+KYN̂FeP+KC@YPRIG\PC,B

GT’’Z["K’G\GSVG\[O

and he would insert them (=the tzitzith) into the
garment and attach them

.2F]\̂I#a+Z;F]\̂P#j+Z

he was attached; he became addicted
j+KG@Qc#BzC+KYa#dJeC@B,ĵP]Kme\c@P̂K@B.T"HKH,ST"B

Since he became extremely addicted to it (=sexual
promiscuity), it is like heresy.

According to Rashi on Bereshith 32:25 (or 32:24 in some
editions), the Biblical Hebrew verb G#i+B@C+Y , and he
wrestled, is derived from the same root as this Aramaic
verb. Cf. the etymology of Menah. em b. Saruk (quoted
by Rashi there) and Ramban ad loc.

For the ôT+KN pattern in the past tense of binyan Y#N

(rather than the usual ôT#N ), see G for G, pp. 21, 74-75.

DIFF: B#ĈY@B

BzC]Kr̂R@Be n.B#ĈreR@B

B&ĈN@Bn.

B+C&Nmourning
r@BR+KP‘r&F,ĉ\#q]KUB&ĈN+Kd.PGTEYJQMB,B

(The case of) Moshe (Rabbenu) is different, because
the mourning for him was more intense.
SEE: B]KB#aeN,BzC+KNe\@B,BzC+KN+K,a+KB&ĈN@B DIFF: B]aeN@B

B#ĈN#T~CNTB#V̂T+N:P#ĈN#Tprt.,B#ĈN#Timp.|

.1F]ĈN]KT#;F]M̂R]KShe combined;

he blended; he incorporated
c#ẐR+K...ĉM#ĜGZ+Kr#ẐK#KQ...B#ĈN#TN]KG#BzR@BB+KMfN!

IGNKQSH,CGZ["K[O

Worms (found in) fish are permitted .... blend
(them into the fish) for me, and let me eat (them)!

.2F]ĈN]KT#;F]M̂N]KNhe included
c]N̂P@B...B#ĈN#TN+KdâI&r̂afQ?CCBPXKTBSE,ZT"B

perhaps he has included it (=the amount stolen)
within the account?

.3F]R̂I]KN;N]l+Ehe instilled; he taught
BzP#ZZ#CF#P̂ReR@B:F@BP]Kk̂\@BB#ĈN#TN]KZ’IzR]KR@B

PRIG\KH,BG’Z["K’[O

4 B#ĈJ@B{B#ĈN#T



Rav Hamnuna said: This matter R. H. anina instilled
in me

For the pathah. vowel before a guttural 3rd root-letter, cf.
the B#V̂T+N conjugation of FEZ in G for G, pp. 64-67.

SEE: âN#T

B]âN#TeB]KâN#T

B#ĈR@B~B&C&Qabs.,B#ĈR+K|n. pl.

B&C&Qstone; rock
B&C&QJ@C@BCCBC\ZBTE,Ca precious stone

BzC#R̂b#Zn.

"a#R̂b#Z]K")P]KQX&P#I(Z["K[C\YJ,Ca plant
See the reading of the Arukh, j#R̂b#Z , which has been
identified by some scholars as artichoke.

BzC#R̂v@Be n.BfC#R̂v@B

B#a#Timp.~RCTB#V̂T+N:P#a#Tprt.|

"F#a#T!")=b̂ZfON]R̂afT!(cause to flow!
B#a#TP+KP@Kx!\TRK\MF,CG’Z["K’[O

Cause your water to flow!

The Hebrew causative verb F]a]KT# is regularly used in the
sense of he caused (words) to flow, i.e., he expressed or
he uttered, e.g., in Tehillim 19:3 – KfON̂KfOK#a]KT#B‘P&Z , day
following day utters speech.

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of RVY in G for G, pp. 68-
70; for the pathah. vowel before a guttural 3rd root-
letter, cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of FEZ in G for G, pp.
64-67.

SEE: R@ĈT]K

B]âTeN~=B]\̂âTeN|pl.~CTNB]\̂ôT+N|

R]ĈTzNethey were seduced (sexually)
ĜB]âTeNj#l@Fâ\eN@\@Ba]R̂F#ẐĉT@BKGPBKJ,ST"C

and several virgins were seduced in Neharde’a

For the ‘‘infixing’’ of =e= to form the third-person
masculine plural – see G for G, p. 25, note 13.

SEE: âT#N

B]a@T]K~=B]\̂âT]K|eB]Ka@T]K

B#ĈT+K\~CT\B#V̂T+N:P#ĈT]K\prt.|

F]ĈT]K\;F]V̂I]KEhe scared; he frightened
FeBĉB#ĈT]K\R#V̂r+KdCCBYPBXB,B

it was he who scared himself

SEE: B]KâT]K\,âT]K\

B#ĈX]KN~CXNB#V̂T+N|

b@E#N)ĵC@X@N(

Z["KTKZGCKQMJ,ZT"C

it grew (like an onion)

The verb seems to be derived from the noun a@X@N , onion.

B@C@Y~BzC#Ycnstr.|

.1T@V@Zc#Ydust

.2P+T+KQ)F@B]neZ(;P#Tzs&Fr&B+KRfT]q#ZF@B]neZ

a trace of; a subcategory of (a prohibition)
Z["KSGMFP,CE"F"MPFY[FBCYF[N[CKTK\"

This Hebrew noun, in the construct state (or

with a personal-pronoun suffix), is used in this

metaphorical sense.

For examples, see the next two entries and the entry
BzC@Y@dr&Nr̂C]KT]K\ .

SEE: B#ĈY@B

BzC#YN@rfQF@Z@T

P+T+KQ)F@B]neZr&N(N@rfQF@Z@T

a trace of (the prohibition of) slander

Speech that is explicitly derogatory towards

another person is defined as N@rfQF@Z@T , slander,

and is prohibited by Torah law. Remarks that

have a derogatory implication (for example,

‘‘You have no idea what So-and-so has been

up to lately’’) or are uttered under circum-

stances that would encourage others to speak

derogatorily about someone – are character-

ized as BzC#YN@rfQF@Z@T , a trace of slander, and

are forbidden by Rabbinic legislation.

TZMKQJG,ST"C;CCBC\ZBYSE,C;ZPC"O:P[RF\GZF,FN’

ETG\H:E;SVZIVWIKKO,FNMG\N[GQFZT,MNNJ.

BzC#YZ]a]K\

P+T+KQ)F@B]neZr&N(Z]a]K\

a trace of (the prohibition of) usury

Both the accepting and the granting of extra

payment for a loan have been prohibited by

the Torah as usury. In addition, some payments

that are not included within the Biblical

category of usury for one reason or another

are characterized by the Rabbis as BzC#YZ]a]K\ , a

trace of usury, and have been forbidden by

Rabbinic legislation.

For example, the Torah forbids a borrower from

paying the lender more than the amount of the

loan he received – only if there has been an
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explicit stipulation at the time of the loan

requiring such payment )Z]a]K\ŶXeX@F( . Where

there has been no such stipulation, however,

the Rabbis still forbid the borrower to make

additional payment, which is called B#CzYZ]a]K\ .

T#Ej@BQZ]a]K\ŶXeX@F;P]j@BQĜB+KN@xBzC#YZ]a]K\.

CCBPXKTBSB,ST"C

(What is mentioned in this mishna) up to here (is
considered) ‘‘fixed usury’’; from here onward (is
considered) ‘‘a trace of usury.’’

B#ĈY@Bn.

B@C@Ydust

BzC@Y@dr&Nr̂C]KT]K\

P+T+KQ)F@B]neZr&N(r̂R#\F#t̂P]h@F

a trace of the (prohibition of the) seventh

year

The Torah prohibits certain agricultural labors

in Eretz Yisrael during the Sabbatical year,

which occurs every seven years on the Jewish

calendar, e.g., 5768 and 5775. In addition, the

produce of the Sabbatical year is endowed

with ŶEAt#\r̂C]KT]K\ , the sanctity of the seventh

year (fruit), which forbids commercial dealings

with it. According to most authorities, this

second law has a Biblical basis, but it is less

severe than the prohibition (i.e., the negative

commandment) against working the land.

j#l@FY@r&FBzC@Y@Fr&Nr̂C]KT]K\!B@E@ORfs+BĜRf\+Q

âV+KZf\r̂C]KT]K\...SGMFP,CGZ["KG\GS’[O

How severe is (even) a trace of the seventh year
(prohibition): A person does business with the fruit
of the seventh year...!

For more details, see Encyclopedia Talmudit, s.v. BzC#Y- .

This formulation BzC@Y@Fr&Nr̂C]KT]K\ – with the feminine
pronoun-suffix =@d followed by r&N , and anticipating the
feminine noun r̂C]KT]K\ – is equivalent to the use of the
construct form BzC#Y (without r&N ) in the previous two
entries. The term BzC#Yr̂C]KT]K\ , used by Rashi ad loc.,
appears in the Tosefta ( TCGEFHZFB:K ). See G for G, p. 2.

B]âY#T~=B]\̂âY#T:CYTB]\̂ôT+N|

R]ĈY#Tit was split
IzH#BKĉB]âY#TZ+Kr]KeR̂\#ZPfŶZ]K.CZMG\RG,B

I saw (in my dream) that my head was split open
and my brains fell out.

For the pathah. vowel before a guttural 3rd root-letter, cf.
the B]\̂ôT+N conjugation of BPZ in G for G, pp. 102-103.

SEE: a@ŶT]K

B#ĈŶ\@B~B#ĈY@\@Bpl.|n.

.1IfZr&p]KZF#c&N&\SfC+Cafsocket
Z["KTKZGCKQKB,C

.2NeN@B@FT"VZ["KSRFEZKQM,Cloop

BzC@Z@Bn.

BzC@Z)=TfV&Z&\(
Z["KKGPBSJ,ST"C

lead (the metal)

B]âZ@Be adv.B]KâZ@B

B#a@Z#BK~=B#+a@Z#BK|

a#IeWoutside
ĜN+K\+KCB]KFeP]b#e#BKG&B<R]KrB#IzZ]KR@BP+B#a@Z#BK

and he should sit inside and another man outside
SEE: a@Z

B#ĈZeP@Bn.

P]KQc@DY@J@Qspecies of small fish
T"VZ["KSGMFKI,B

B#ĈZfZ+Kn. pl.

P]D̂c@N]KOZ["K[C\KB,Btowers
In his commentary to C"CME,ZT"C , Rashi explains that
this term refers to a tower-like arrangement (for balance).

B#a#ẐH]KQn.

P]M̂S&F)F&T@seKP+TfZ(a (leather) covering
P+T]Kq@Z@BŶZeN+KFP#r̂j@B,ĜF#r̂v@BB#a#ẐH]KQ.C"YSG,ST"C

At first they called it ‘‘leather,’’ but now (they call it)
‘‘a covering.’’

In contemporary Israeli Hebrew both this noun and
especially the related term âZ&H&R̂J refer to water-proof
material, e.g., canvas or tarpaulin.

B#ĈẐI]K1st pers. sing.~CZIB#V̂T+N:B#ĈZ#Iimp.,

B#ĈZfI+Kinf.|

.1F]ĈZ#Îv]K;b@Z#P̂v]KN]ĈZfI;F&T<N#P̂v]K

I caused to flee; I chased away; I kept away
BzZ]KB#ĈẐI]KN@xP]l+X̂Z@B.CCBPXKTBYI,C

I have chased away a ‘‘lion’’ (i.e., a serious danger)
from your borders.

F#F]KBB]Kv̂\@Bc]ĈT#K@Bĉ\#ĈẐI]KR̂FeN̂R]M̂S#dP]b#ĈZ#d

M\GCG\TI,ST"CGZ["K[O

(as for) a woman who sought to keep her
possessions (=property) fromher (former) husband

The phrase ĉ\#ĈẐI]KR̂FeN̂R]M̂S#d – literally: ‘‘that she would
keep (them) away, her possessions’’ – contains a
(superfluous) personal-pronoun suffix, -]KR̂Fe , them, that
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anticipates the direct object, )N̂(R]M̂S#d . See ‘‘The
Anticipatory Pronoun Suffix’’ in G for G, pp. 253-254.
For this use of the prefix N- , see ‘‘The Direct-Object
Indicator’’ in G for G, pp. 251-253.
SEE: âZ#I,P#ĈZ]KI#BzZ]KP]m]M̂S+KIzC+KZf

B#ĈZ]K~CZKB#V̂T+N:N]KĈZ+Kfut.,B#ĈZ]Kimp.,

B#ĈZfK+Kinf.|

.1F]ĈZ]KBhe was stout; he became healthy
B]KĵI]Kr,B@P#ZN̂Fe:N]KĈZ+K;ĜB]KB#ĈZ]K,B@P#ZN̂Fe:

N]KM̂IGr.CCBC\ZBYRF,ZT"C

If (the young man) were undernourished, he (=R.
H. iyya) would tell them: ‘‘let him become stout,’’
and if he were stout, he would tell them: ‘‘let him
become thin.’’

.2I]g+Yhe strengthened
B#ĈZfK+KB]KN@R+KPGTEYJQD,BGTGEto strengthen trees

.3T@C#ZP]p#EN̂X#E;I@E#Z

it penetrated; it permeated
j]j@Zr&I@\#xT@N&KF@a@s@Z{B@SeZN̂B@M̂N@d...ĜF@R+KP]Kk+K

ĉB#ĈZ+KdIGNKQYKC,BGZ["K[O

(As for) a loaf over which (raw) meat has been
sliced – it is forbidden to eat it (according to the
opinion of Shemu’el) ... but only in the case where
(blood) has penetrated it (=the loaf of bread).

See the B#V̂T+N conjugation of \RK in G for G, pp. 117-119.
SEE: âZ]K

1

,a@Z]KB,P]KâZ+K DIFF: B]KĈZ@B,B]KâZ]K,B]Ka#Z#BK

B]âZ]KeB]KâZ]K

BzC#ẐR]KOadv.

X@NeKâP]ŶX@\partially roasted
F+KM]Kc@P+K"R@B"?BzP#ZZ#C:j]ÊB@P̂Z]Ko#ẐS@B+K"BzC#ẐR]KO".

VSIKOPB,BT"V[PG\KC:J

Rav said: What is R@B ? What the Persians call
‘‘partially roasted.’’

B#ĈẐ\@B/B#ĈẐ\@F/B#ĈÊ\@Bn.

B+HfC[C\YMI,BG’NTHKZ["K’[Ohyssop (plant)

B#ĈreR@B/BzC]Kr̂R@Bn.

b#ẐT]KR]KOŶNeK]KO)r&NI]h@FBfŝTfZ@F(

roasted kernels (of wheat or barley)
T"VZ["KPDKNFH,C

B#a@\̂Z-~=B#+a@\̂Z-|ea@\#Z

B#b#C~B#+b#C|prep.

.1T#Nb#C;T#Non top of; upon

In this physical sense, B#b#C is used with

personal-pronoun suffixes in the forms: B#b#a+Kd ,

B#b#a#d and B#b#a@B .

B]Ka@T]KN@xN̂P]KŶẐT+KdeP]M̂v#CB#D#a+KdCCBPXKTBKI,B

you should have torn it up (i.e., the document) and
written upon it

.2T#No]K;T#NŜP#x;T#NK̂E+K;a]D̂N#N;P]teO

on the basis of; relying upon; through; by

virtue of; because of; on account of
B#b#CIeẐV+KdN@BT#i+KQa#d.TKZGCKQX,ZT"B;C"CYJH,ZT"C

Because of his brilliance he did not analyze it
(carefully).

P[RF:"B&I<J@B,ĜKfOF#j]oeZ]KOP̂M#o+Z"{B+KQKfO

F#j]oeZ]KOP̂M#o+Z.

\NPGE:N+KP@BP#\̂R]K\]KQĉN@BĵZ&a]K,ĉ\#R̂K@B:Z&a]K

BfP+Z:T#Nj@NTzC+KZf\r&a#vfZ@F,a+KQT@s@Fv̂reC@Fa+KQ

N‘BT@s@Fv̂[eC@F,KfOF#j]oeZ]KOP̂M#o+Z!

BzV]Kkev+KP@BZ&a]K,B#b#Cr@BR+K.KGPBVH,BGZ["K[O

MISHNA: (If one says to himself:) ‘‘I will sin, but
Yom Kippur will grant atonement.’’ – Yom Kippur
does not grant atonement (for such behavior).
TALMUD: Shall we say (that) our mishna is not
compatible with (the opinion of) Rebbi, as it is
stated (in a baraitha): Rebbi says: For all sins in the
Torah – whether he repents or not – Yom Kippur
grants atonement!
(Not necessarily:) You may say (that this mishna is
compatible) even (with the opinion of) Rebbi: (The
case of a sinner who is cynically) relying upon (the
atonement of Yom Kippur) is different.

This preposition is almost always followed by an object,
as in the entries that follow, but in this passage the
object is not expressed – but implicit, as explained in the
English translation. Cf. the same statement, B#b#Cr@BR+K , in

CCBC\ZBTH,ZT"C .

SEE: b#C and the following entries.

B#b#CBfẐI+Kd

"T#No]Kc#Ẑjf";c&Z&xB#b#C

by the (‘‘his’’) way; in passing; incidentally
This expression (with the third-person suffix =+Kd ),
which regularly refers to an incidental point the
tanna is teaching, is always part of the formula

P]Kk̂\@BB#b#CBfẐI+KdY@BP#r̂P#TN#Q , which has been
presented as a separate entry. Cf. the modern Hebrew
expression c&Z&xB#b#C .

The phrases B#b#CBfẐI@x , (as you go) along your way, with
the second-person suffix, in SRFEZKQXF,C , and

B#b#CBfẐI#BK/BfẐI]K , (as I go) along my way, with a first-
person suffix, in M\GCG\YF,C – both have a concrete,
physical meaning.

B#b#CB#ẐT@BeB#b#CP̂Y#ẐY@T+K
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B#b#Cb̂Z@Z@BR#Ŝa#d;B#b̂Z@Z@BR#Ŝa#d

a]D̂N#Nb̂Z]KZ@Fr@R@FBf\@d

because of association (with another

halakha based on a similar principle) he

stated it (again)

Sometimes, a halakha is repeated in conjunc-

tion with another halakha based on a similar

principle.

F@M@BT]Kq#Z;F@\@OB#b#Cb̂Z@Z@BR#Ŝa#d.CCBPXKTBE,ST"C

Here is the major text (that teaches this halakha);
there (the tanna) stated it (merely) by association.

B#b#Cc-conj.

"T#NK̂E+Kr&-";j+KG@Qr&-"since
B#b#Cc#Izr]KC]K,P#r̂Pfr+KP̂P#r̂P+râFe.C"PMB,C

Since (these items) are valuable, he frequently
gropes for them.

B#b#CP̂Y#ẐY@T+K/Y#ẐY#T/B#ẐT@B

T#NK̂E+KY#ẐY@Tf\/Y#ẐY#T

by virtue of (the transfer of) land

According to Torah law, certain modes of

transferring ownership ( Y]R̂K@R]KO ) are effective

only for land, while others are effective only

for movable objects. Through Y]R̂K#QB#b#C)YZYT( ,

it is possible to make a ‘‘package deal’’ wherein

one of the modes for transferring land (for

example, the payment of money) effects not

only the transfer of land, but the transfer of

movables as well.

P]h#N̂ĴN]KB#b#CP̂Y#ẐY@T+KF]ŶR@FN@F&OCCBPXKTBKB,C

he transferred movables to them by virtue of (his
transfer of) land

B#b#Cr]KĴo-

B#b#Cr&J&U)F#k]leE(through the flow;

because of the flow (of learning)
ĜF@BH]KP̂R]KQS#b]KB]KQâT@BP]Km@x,ĜN@BBzP#Ẑv̂ĜN@BP]Kc]K!

c]N̂P@BB#b#Cr]KĴo@xB@\̂K@BN@x?BzP#ZN+Kd:B]KQ,B#b#C

r]KĴo#BKB@\̂K@BN]K.REFRD,CGZ["K[O

But many times he asked you (about this issue), but
you did not say anything! Perhaps through the flow
of your (learning) it is now coming (back) to you?
He said to him: Indeed, through the flow of my
(learning) it is coming (back) to me.

See also the other passage where this expression occurs
( [C\YN,C ). According to Rashi’s comment there, in
both passages the flow of learning has a positive effect
and explains why a halakha was remembered. Cf. the
comments of Z["[ and PDEKOIE[KO there.

In the commentaries of Rashi and the Tosafists, however,
the expression is sometimes invoked to explain how
faulty readings of a Talmudic passage came about. See,
for example, Rashi on IGNKQTE,C :

ĜB#b#Cr]KĴo@BĉD]KẐS@B,B]Kr̂v#ârea#dN̂P]KD̂ẐS#’F@M@B

and because of the flow of the learning, they erred about
it to read (the text) here

SEE: Z]FzJ@B and its note

B#b#a@B/B#b#a#deB#b#C

B#D̂a#d
1

~DCdB#V̂T+N:P#D̂a#dprt.,N#D̂a#dfut.|

F]D̂a]Kd#;F+Z]KOhe raised; he lifted up
F#FeBb#ĈZ@BĉT@NN̂C+KJ#a@I@BB#D̂a#dB#ĴP@BĉC]KŝZ@B

CCBC\ZBVI,B

the man who entered a butcher shop lifted up a
thigh of meat

ĉP+T]Kc@R@BĉB#D̂âF+Kd,Y#R̂K+KdM\GCG\N,CT"VM\"K

from the time he lifted it up, he acquired it

For another example, see R̂V#Y .

The root of the verb in this entry is DCd (with a final
consonantal hei), while the root of the verb in the entry

B#D̂a]K is DCK (with a final vowel-letter yod, which is parallel
to the Hebrew root DCF where the hei is a vowel-letter).
The former means rise up in binyan Y#N and raise up in
the causative binyan B#V̂T+N , whereas the latter means
collect in binyan Y#N and cause to collect in binyan B#V̂T+N .

The verbal form in the second example of this entry has
been spelled B#D̂âF+Kd , he lifted it up (with the first hei the
third consonant of the root DCd and the final hei from
the pronoun suffix =+Kd ), in accordance with all available
manuscripts (and our editions of SGMFPE,C ). The form

B#D̂a+Kd in our editions (of M\GCG\ ) does not fit its context
easily.

For a pathah. vowel before a guttural 3rd root-letter, cf.
the B#V̂T+N conjugation of FEZ in G for G, pp. 64-67.

SEE: b̂C#d DIFF: B#D̂a]K

B#D̂a#d
2

~=B#D̂a]K+-#d|eB#D̂a]K

B#D̂a]K~DCKB#V̂T+N:P#D̂a+Kprt.,B#D̂afK+Kinf.|

F]D̂a@F;b@Z#Or&F#IfCK]b@C&F

he ordered collected; he ordered seized
Z#Co@o@BB#D̂a]KB#Ẑa#TP̂B@FHeH+KN̂Cfr&\.CCBYPBVE,C

Rav Pappa ordered four hundred zuz to be collected
(as payment) for (causing) embarrassment.

)E(Z@C]KR@BB#D̂âK#dN]ĈZ#v+KdĉZ#CB#t]K...a+KRfR]K\

M\GCG\SJ,B

Ravina ordered intermediate quality (land) to be
collected for Rav Ashi’s daughter ...

B#D̂a+KdZ#CR#ÎP@QN̂B#o#ÊR+KdP]Km+KdCCBYPBMB,B

Rav Nah.man ordered his (=the litigant’s) mansion
seized from him
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See the B#V̂T+N conjugation of \RK in G for G, pp. 117-119.
SEE: b@C+K DIFF: B#D̂a#d

1

B#D̂âK#d~=B#D̂a]K+=#d|;B#b̂a+Kd~=B#D̂a]K+=+d|

eB#D̂a]K

B#b#a+Kd~=B#b#C+=+d|eB#b#C

B#b#ĈZ@B~B#+b#ĈZ@B|

eb#ĈZ@BB#b#ĈZ@BY@BZ@P+K\

B#D̂âZeimp. pl.~DCZB#V̂T+N|

"F#D̂a]KZe!"FfS]KVe!increase!
B#D̂âZeI#P̂Z@BB#E#Ẑc#q+K!SRFEZKQNI,ZT"B

Increase the (amount of) wine (given) to the lads!
SEE: b̂C#Z

B#D̂E-~BDE:B@D+KEact. prt.,BzD]KEpass. prt.,

BzD#Eimp.|

B@D#E;Y@r#Zhe bound; he tied
a@\#ZĉB#D̂c+KdSGMFND,C

after he bound it (=the myrtle branch with the
other species)

)E(N@BBzD]KE@Ba&B<KR]KrB#IzZ]KR@BDKJKQVD,C

she is not bound to another man

B#b@E@F/F#b@E@F~B#b@Ef\/F#b@Ef\pl.|n.;

B#b#Êv@B~B#b#E@\@Bpl.|aggada; narration

The term aggada (sometimes: haggada) com-

prises all the teachings presented in the

Talmud and Midrash that are not directly

concerned with halakha. These include Biblical

interpretations, the expansion of the Biblical

narrative, maxims, doctrines, reasons for the

commandments, anecdotes and historical

data. Occasionally, F#b@E@F and B#b#Êv@B refer to

the Passover Haggada.

P@ZBzP#ZN+Kd:N+KP@BP@Zr̂P#T̂v@B;eP@ZBzP#ZN+Kd:

N+KP@BP@ZB#D#Êv@B.CCBYPBS,C

One said to him: Will the master (=you) state a
halakha; while the other said to him: Will the
master state an aggada.

ĉC@Z]KOr&lfr̂M]KQN]afr&NB@E@OĵB#b@E@F[C\VH,ST"B

matters that attract the heart of a person like
aggada

The root of both the Hebrew noun B#b@E@F/F#b@E@F and the
Aramaic noun B#b#Êv@B is RDE , as in the Hebrew verb F]b]KE ,
he told. In fact, sometimes (e.g., in [CGTG\NF,B ) the
Hebrew form F#b@E@F means telling – especially giving oral

testimony (in court), as mandated by the Torah (VaYikra
5:1). The characterization of aggada as attractive, in the
second Talmudic example, may have been inspired by
the Aramaic word R̂D#E from the same root, which means
he pulled or he attracted.

Although the forms B#b@E@F and F#b@E@F are used (almost)
interchangeably in Talmudic and Midrashic texts,
Modern Hebrew differentiates between the Passover

F#b@E@F and B#b@E@F in a general sense, the latter referring
chiefly to legends and fairy tales – rather than to the
aggada of the Talmud.

B#D̂c@R@Bn.

P]KQT+s&CP#Zspecies of bitter herb
Z["KTCGEFHZFMJ,B

B#b#e#BK~B#+b#e#BK|e adv.b#e#BK

B&beEe fut. 1st pers. s.beE

B#beE@B~B#+beE@B|ebeE@B
B<DfH@Bn.

T+WF@B<DfHZ["KM\GCG\TH,Cnut tree

N̂B#bfR-e inf.B#b̂R]K-

B#bfR+Ke inf.B#b+KQ

B#beZe past m. pl.BzD#Z

B+DfZ]Kadj.egori
ĜN@l@FR]ŶZ@Br̂Pf"B+DfZ]K"?r&t#P̂RfB@DeZâ\fMf.

CZMG\NJ,ZT"B

And why is its name (of the olive used as a
standard of measure) called ‘‘egori’’? Because its oil
is stored (Heb.: B@DeZ ) within it.

This word apparently refers to a certain species of olive
of medium size. See: P[RFMNKOKH:IG\VBZ\K[ZBN[O .

BzDfZ+K/BzD]KZ+Ke pl.BzD]KZ@B

N̂B#b@I@Binf.~DGIB#V̂T+N|

N#TzZfx)P]N̂I@P@F(;N̂F]k@I+O

to wage (war); to fight (a battle)
BzH#NeN̂B#b@I@BŶZ@C@BSGJFND,B

they went to wage war

Targum Onkelos translates G#i]k@I&O (e.g., in Shemoth 17:8)
as BzD]KI#ŶZ@C@B , and he waged war. Elsewhere in the
Babylonian Talmud (e.g., in DKJKQRG,B ), waging war is
expressed by the verb TCE , make, with the noun ŶZ@C@B ,
war.
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Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of YGO in G for G, pp. 193-195.

B#b+KE~RDEB#V̂T+N|

F]P̂r]Kx;F&B<Z]Kxhe prolonged; he delayed
BzP#Z"afZ+BôZ]KF#b@V&Q"ĜB#b+KEa+KF.

VSIKOYG,BGZ["KGZ[C"O[O

he recited (the berakha) ‘‘the Creator of the fruit of
the vine’’ and prolonged it.

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of RVY in G for G, pp. 68-70.
SEE: R̂D#E

B@D+KEact. prt.;BzD]KEe pass. prt.BzD#E

B#b+KQ~DRQB#V̂T+N:P#b+KQprt.,B#bfR+Kinf.|

F+D+Qhe protected; he shielded
B#l#BKN@BB#b+KQP]X̂f\TzN+Kd?YKEG[KQNJ,C

Why did (the reward for observing) the command-
ments not protect him?

In our printed editions, the plural Hebrew noun P]X̂f\ is
the subject of the singular Aramaic verb B#b+KQ ! However,
Vatican manuscript 111 reads: B#l#BKN@BB#b+KQTzN+Kd .

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of TNN in G for G, pp. 129-131.
SEE: P]Kb̂Re

B@D+KZact. prt.;BzD+KZe imp.BzD#Z

BzD]KZ@B~BzD]KZ+K/BzDfZ+Kpl.|n.

s@M]KZ;ofT+Nhired hand; worker
B#D̂Z@Bc#BzD]KZ@B[C\YR,ZT"C

the wages of the hired hand

Targum Onkelos uses the same phrase to translate
ôTAk#\s@M]KZ in VaYikra 19:13.

SEE: BzD#Z,B#D̂Z@B

BzD#N̂G@GY+Kn. pl.

s#q]KOT"VZ["K[C\YRE,Csacks

B]b#kfK+K~=B]\̂b#kfK+K|inf. eB]Kb#k]K

B#D̂NfK+Ke inf.B#D̂N]K

B#D̂N]K~DNKB#V̂T+N:B#D̂NfK+Kinf.|

F&D̂N@Fhe exiled
N̂F+KM@BB#D̂N]KN̂Fe?SRFEZKQXE,BG’Z["K’E"F"BDNKRFG"

To where did he exile them (=the ten tribes)?

For the B#V̂T+N conjugation of this verb, see G for G, pp.
111 and (for Targum Onkelos) 202-203.

B&D̂N+Ke 1st pers. s. fut.b̂N]K

B#b#N+Ke n. constr. pl.b#k-

B]b̂N]KE/B]Kb̂N]KE~=B]\̂b̂N]E:DNEB]\̂ôT+N|

R]ŶN#Uit was peeled; it was stripped off
F#BKB&\̂ZfD@BĉB]b̂N]KEj#BzF]KR@BSeP̂Y@B

SGMFNF,ST"CGZ["K[O

an ethrog that was peeled like a red unripe date

The Aramaic noun b]KN̂E@B means skin or, more generally,
a covering, and this Aramaic verb means that a covering
was peeled or stripped off.

The Hebrew verb F]D̂N]KE (in binyan F]V̂T]KN ), however, means
it formed a covering, e.g., in the phrase F]D̂N]KEo]KF#l#j@F

)IGNKQRB,B( , (if) the top of the wound formed a scab, and it
continues to be used in the same sense today.
SEE: b]KN̂E@B

B#D̂P@B~B#D̂P+Kpl.|n.

.1BzD#O;a]p@Fmarsh; swamp
b#ĈZ@Bc]ĴC#TâB#D̂P@BKCPG\YMB,BGZ["K[O

a man who drowned in a marsh

Z#a@xY@J+KNŶR+KâB#D̂P@BFzG@F![C\XF,BGZ["K[O

Your teacher must have been a reed-cutter in the
marsh (i.e., an ignoramus)!

The expression Y@J+KNŶR+K and its Hebrew translation
YfJ+NY@R]KO have been used metaphorically from Talmudic

times until this very day.

In Biblical Hebrew, the noun BzD#O usually means a body of
water (e.g., a pond or a lake), as in Shemoth 7:19 and
Tehillim 114:8, but in Yirmeyahu 51:32 the plural form

BzD#l]KO apparently refers to the reeds that grow along the
rivers (R. David Kimh. i ad loc.). Rashi in his commentary
on Bereshith 41:2, uses BzD#O to explain the Biblical
Hebrew noun B@Ie , but cf. Ramban ad loc.

.2K#T#Zforest
b#ĈZ@BBzH#NN̂B#D̂P@B,ŶJ#NY#l@BJeR@BCMGZG\I,CGZ["K

[O

a man went to the forest (and) chopped down the
first load (of logs)

Rashi’s definition of B#D̂P@B as forest in this passage is
surprising, because it differs from its meaning elsewhere;
nevertheless, it is consistent with the reading in our
editions which speak of ‘‘chopping a load,’’ presumably,
of logs. However, according to the manuscript editions
which read ŶJ#NY#m#i@B , he cuts reeds, the translation marsh
would fit the passage very well.

B#D̂P#Teb#l#T
B#D̂P#Z-~DPZB#V̂T+N:P#D̂P#Zprt.,

B#D̂P#Z/B#D̂P]KZimp.,B#D̂PfZ+Kinf.|

N]l+Ehe taught
B#D̂P̂Z+KdZ#IzP@R@BN̂P‘r&FTKZGCKQJG,C

the Merciful God taught Moshe
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Literally: (he) taught him, Moshe. The pronoun suffix =+Kd ,
him, which is redundant in English, anticipates the direct
object P‘r&F . See B#âE- and its note.

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of FEZ in G for G, pp. 64-67.

SEE: b̂P#Z

B#b@R@B~B#b@R+Kpl.|n.

P̂M@N;b]b]K\;TzZ+KC@F

container; basin; bowl; tub
B#b@R@Bĉ\#ÎN+K[C\YK,BGZ["K[O

a container full of garden cress

Z’H+KZ@BFzG@FK@\+KCâB#b@R@BĉP#i@Ba+KP#ne\@B.

CZMG\MC,ST"BGZ["K[O

R. Zera was sitting in a tub in the bathhouse.

The plural form of the parallel Biblical Hebrew noun,
B#b@R‘\ , basins, appears in Shemoth 24:6.

DIFF: BeD̂R@B

B#D̂R]K-~DRKB#V̂T+N:P#D̂R+Kprt.,N]KD̂R+Kfut.,

B#D̂R]Kimp.,B#D̂RfK+Kinf.|

F]r̂j]KChe caused to lie down
B#D̂R]KR̂FeZ#CR#ÎP@QâSej@F...SGMFK,C

Rav Nah.man had them lie down in a sukka...

F#CeN]KoeẐv@Bĉ\]KĈR@Bc]KN+E#\B]v̂\]K,ĜN+K\N]KP]Kc@T#O

N̂B#bfR#d.REZKOR,B

Give me some straw for my wife who has given
birth, for I have nothing (else) to have her lie down
upon.

The form N̂B#bfR#d is problematic, since the appropriate
root is DRK . The reading, N̂B#D̂RfK+KN#d , in the Munich
manuscript, seems preferable (Rav EZM).

BfD̂R]KQâT]KN]K\#BK...!C"PVE,CGZ["K[OE"F"BDRKKQ"

Let me lie in my upper chamber...!

In Rashi and in manuscript editions, there is no vav after
the alef – as expected in the B#V̂T+N binyan from the root
DRK .

See the B#V̂T+N conjugation of \RK in G for G, pp. 116-119.

SEE: b̂R@B

B]b̂R]KC~=B]\̂b̂R]C|eB]Kb̂R]KC

B#b̂R+KC@F~=B#+b̂R+KC@F|eB#-

B#b#T~RDTB#V̂T+N:P#b#Tprt.|

b@Z#ON]R̂b‘T#he brought into contact
)ĉ(B#b#TâFer&Z&W.CMGZG\MI,C

(the judge) brought (ritually clean things) into
contact with a (dead) reptile.

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of RVY in G for G, pp. 68-70; for
a pathah. vowel before a guttural 3rd root-letter, cf. the

B#V̂T+N conjugation of FEZ on pp. 64-67.
SEE: R̂D#T

BzD#Z
1

~BDZ:B@D+KZact. prt.,BzD]KZpass. prt.,

BzD+KZimp.,P+KD#Zinf.|

s@M#Zhe hired; he rented
F#BKP@BQc#BzD#ZBzD]KZ+KCCBPXKTBTG,ST"C

someone who hired laborers

Forms from binyan Y#N occasionally appear in our printed
editions of the Talmud where the context calls for a
causative ( B#V̂T+N ) form that may indeed be found in
manuscripts (Rav EZM). For an example, see c#BzD#Z in

M\GCG\MH,ZT"C (quoted in the entry BfD#Z ).

Cf. the conjugation of TCE in G for G, pp. 59-62.
SEE: B]v̂D#Z,BfD#Z,P]v@D̂Z@B,BzD]KZ@B

BzD#Z
2e n. abs. and constr.B#D̂Z@B

BzD#ZR̂J#ZN]K

ŝM#Z"r̂P‘Z)F#P̂v+Q(N]K";ŝM#ZF#P̂v@R@F

compensation for ‘‘wait for me (to pay)’’

This is an interest charge that a seller adds to

the purchase price (or a lessor to the rental fee)

in exchange for his allowing the purchaser to

postpone payment (as if he said: ‘‘wait for me’’).

This surcharge comes under the prohibition of

usury ( Z]a]K\ ).

ĵN@N@BÊZ]a]K\@B:j@NBzD#ZR̂J#ZN]KB@SeZ.

CCBPXKTBSD,CT"VM\"K

The general principle of usury is: Any compensa-
tion for ‘‘wait for me (to pay)’’ is forbidden.

Our printed editions read N+Kd , for him, in this passage
(and in two other passages: CCBPXKTBSF,B;TD,B ).
However, the reading R̂J#ZN]K , wait for me, which is
predicated upon an imaginary dialogue between the
seller and the purchaser, prevails in available manu-
scripts and in printed editions of CCBC\ZBVH,B .

For further discussion of this halakhic topic, see Shulh. an
Arukh, Yoreh De’a 183.

The use of this Aramaic verb in the sense of (watchful)
waiting parallels the use of the Hebrew verb [PZ in the
same sense, e.g., in Bereshith 37:11 (and Targum Onkelos
ad loc.). See Rashi ad loc.
SEE: R̂J#Z

B#D̂Z@B~BzD#Zabs. & cnstr.|n.

.1s@M@Zreward;

compensation (esp. rent or wages)
N̂VeOX#TzZ@BB#D̂Z@B.P[RFBCG\SGUVZYF

According to the suffering is the reward.

BzD#ZâJ+KN@BM\GCG\YF,B

unemployment compensation
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BzD#Za+K\@BCCBPXKTBTD,C

payment for living in a house (i.e., rent)

BzD#ZJ]KẐI+KdCCBPXKTBXJ,ST"C

compensation for his trouble

BzD#ZK̂E+KdCCBYPBXJ,B

‘‘the wage of his hand’’ (i.e., his wages)

BzD#ZR̂J]KZ@BCCBC\ZBE,CGZ["K[O

compensation for guarding

On the top of the next page ( CCBC\ZBF,B ) this
expression appears once again in manuscripts, but our
editions read BzD#ZR̂J]KZe\@B in that instance (with the same
meaning).

In Modern Hebrew, an B#D̂Z@F is a service fee charged to
the consumer by the authorities.

.2PfJpole
F@R+KĉE@ZeâB#D̂Z@BCCBPXKTBVD,BGZ["K[O

these (porters) who were carrying by means of a
pole

B#b̂Z@Z@BR#Ŝa#deB#b#Cb̂Z@Z@BR#Ŝa#d

B]b̂Z#\n.

r+Or+E@F(female) demon
T"VZ["KVSIKOYKB,B

B]b#Ẑv@B~B]b&Z&\cnstr.|e n.B]Kb#Ẑv@B

B#D̂Ẑ\@Bn.

ĉP+KŝM]KZe\T"VZ["KVSIKOR,Crental fee
SEE: B#D̂Z@B

B#c-~B#c+c-=T#E+c-|conj.

.1T#Er&-;a]ĤP#Qr&-until; while;

by the time that
c]N̂P@BB#ĉB@\]K\,r@M+KCZ’B#a@B.C"YYE,CGZ["K[O

Perhaps by the time you come (back), R. Abba will
have died.

.2T#Er&-;a]P̂YfOr&-

instead of; rather than
For examples, see B#ĉP]Ko#N̂D]Ka-...N]Ko#N̂Dea- as well as

B#ĉ\@R+K...N]KV̂NfDĜN]\̂R+KâE]KE#d .

SEE: B#-,B#ĉF@M]K

BzE@BR+Kn.

I&N̂P]K\)P]KQT+s&C(mallow (a plant)
’NTHKZ["K’[C\NF,C

B#Êa+KYimp.~ECYB#V̂T+N:P#Êa+Yprt.|

F#Êa+Y!attach! make stick!

ĜB#Êa+KYâM#j+Kc@Z+Kd!KGPBVE,BGZ["K[OE"F"GECKY"

and make (the medicine) stick to his row of teeth!
SEE: B]Kc#a#Y,c#a+Y

B&Êa#Yfut. 1st per. s.~ECY|

B&Êa#Y;B&\̂I#a+Z

I will cleave; I will become attached
N@BR]KI@BN+KdN̂B#FzZ‘QĉB&Êa#YâH#ẐT+KdVSIKOPJ,B

it is not pleasing to him (i.e.,) to Aharon that I
cleave to his descendents (=that I marry a
daughter of a kohen)

The (apparently) superfluous word N+Kd , to him,
anticipates the indirect object, N̂B#FzZ‘Q , to Aharon. Cf.
‘‘The Anticipatory Pronoun Suffix’’ in G for G, pp. 253-254.

B]c#âYe~=B]\̂c#âYe|e pl.B]Kc#a#Y

B#Êa#Z-~ECZB#V̂T+N:P#Êa#Zprt.,B#ÊafZ+Kinf.|

"F]R̂F]KD";R@F#Dj@CfEhe showed respect (to)
B#ÊâZ+KdZ#CI]Ŝc@BN̂Z#a@R@BTeŶa@BeÊZ#r.

CKXFMJ,ST"BGZ["K[O;BCNT’Z"I[O

Rav H. isda introduced him (i.e.,) Rabbana Ukba, and
(the latter) delivered the lecture.

The verb B#ÊâZ+Kd – with the personal-pronoun suffix
( =+Kd ) – expresses the respect accorded to a distinguished
talmid h. akham by ushering him into the beth midrash to
deliver a Torah lecture. According to Rashi (on the
passage quoted above), it literally means he led him – in
keeping with the general use of the Aramaic root ECZ ,
but Rabbenu H. anan’el explains: he caused him to speak,
understanding the verb to mean talk, as in Hebrew.

For the use of this lamed prefix, see ‘‘The Direct-Object
Indicator’’ in G for G, pp. 251-253; for the use of the
(apparently) superfluous suffix =+Kd (him), see ‘‘The
Anticipatory Pronoun Suffix’’ in G for G, pp. 253-254.

For the pathah. vowel before the 3rd root-letter resh, cf.
the B#V̂T+N conjugation of FEZ in G for G, pp. 64-67.

SEE: ĉC#Z,c#a#Z

B]ĉD#QeB]KĉD#Q

B]c#ce~=B]\̂c#ce|pl.~EEKB]\̂o#T#N:P]Kc#c+Kprt.,

B]c#cfK+Kinf.|

"F]c#ce";c]ce)=F]\̂F#k̂MeN̂B]h@O(

they toddled (=they moved along slowly)
B]KĉB]Kj@BY+Qâ\fxIzP]t]KOB#l@F,B]c#cfK+KB]c#ce

CKXFKB,B

if there is a nest within fifty cubits, they have
probably moved along (that distance) slowly

For possible parallels in Biblical Hebrew and beyond, see
B&c#c+O in Tehillim 42:5 and Rashi ad loc.

Cf. the F]\̂o#T+N conjugation of BSK in G for G, pp. 114-115.

SEE: P̂E#cK-
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B#ĉF@M]K~=B#Ê+ĉ+F@M]K|;B#ĉF@M]KĜF@M]Kadv.

"T#E)r&(j@x";a+KR̂\#K]Omeanwhile
B#ĉF@M]Kr̂P#T@FK#N̂v@B.CZMG\RB,C

Meanwhile Yalta heard.

B#ĉF@M]KĜF@M]KB+KH]KNĜB&r̂P#TP]k̂\@BĉC+KP]ÊẐr@B

CZMG\JH,ZT"B

Meanwhile I will go and listen to a pronouncement
of the beth midrash.
SEE: B#c-

B#cfK+Ke inf.B#c]K
2

BzEeZe fut. 1st pers. s.c@Z

B]ÊG@\@B/B]KÊG@G\@Bn. pl.

b#k]KO)a#i@O(Z["KSGMFRB,Cwaves (of the sea)

B#ÊIe-pl.~EIKB#V̂T+N:P#ÊI+Kprt.|

c@IzVe;S@IzVe

they pushed; they swept along
ĜB#ÊIeFeP#i@BĜr#ÊKeFeN̂DeE@BC"CTD,CGZ[C"O[O

and the water swept it (=the large fish) along and
cast it upon the shore

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of IHK in G for G, pp. 108-110.

B]ĉI]K~=B]\̂ĉI]K|eB]KĉI]K

B#c]K~REKB#V̂T+N:P#c+Kprt.,B#cfK+Kinf.|

.1F]g@Fhe sprinkled
ĵP#BQĉN@BB#c]Kc@P+KHCIKOPC,ZT"C

it is as if he did not sprinkle (the blood)

The parallel Biblical Hebrew verb is F]g@F , binyan F]V̂T]KN

from the root RHF (e.g., in Bemidbar 8:7), with the Hebrew
zayin corresponding to the Aramaic daleth ( G for G, pp.
11-12). Targum Onkelos consistantly translates the
Hebrew verb with this Aramaic verb (e.g. in Bemidbar
ibid.). Cf. P+KR]c@F the water of sprinkling, in Bemidbar 19:9
(Onkelos: P+KB#c@Ke\@B and Rashi: P+KF#g@K@F ) where the zayin-
daleth consonantal seems to occur within Hebrew too (G
for G, p. 12). Rashi (ad loc.) proceeds to draw an analogy
between the noun R]c@F , sprinkling, and the verb G#i#ce , and
they cast (stones), in Eikha 3:53.

.2b]N̂b+N;H@Z#Yhe cast
F#lfX]KBr#N̂F&C&\o@JeZ{F+KM]KP#r̂j#I#v̂N#d?ĵDfQ,

ĉB#ĉK+KdB#cfK+KN]Ẑre\F@Z#a]KO.CKXFNJ,BGZ["K[O

T"VBKMFD:RD

(If) one transfers a flame (from one domain to
another on the Sabbath), he is exempt (from
punishment) – how can you find it (=such a case)?
For instance, where he actually cast (the flame) into
a public domain.

According to Rashi in his commentary on this Talmudic
passage, this Aramaic verbal too is analogous to G#i#ce in
Eikha 3:53 – an indication that both the first meaning
and the second meaning do belong in the same entry.
Cf. Sokoloff (p. 81, s.v. BEK and p. 731, s.v. REK

2 ).

.3F+Z]KOhe raised
B#ĉK+KdN]D̂H]KH+KdSRFEZKQH,BGZ["K[O

he raised his fist

Although the meaning of this verbal form is fairly clear
from the context, the etymology is uncertain.

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of IHK in G for G, pp. 108-110.

B#c]KFepl.~EFKB#V̂T+N|

"F]ÊFe";F&I<N]Kre)B&\F#p&C#T(;T@seKf\+Z

a@F]KZthey made lighter (in color)
a#ZY#o@Z@B{B#c]KFeN+Kd,ĜE#j]K...REFM,BGZ["K[O

(For) Bar Kappara – they made it (=a blood
sample) lighter (than the color of diluted wine), and
he declared (it) clear (of contamination) ...

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of TNN in G for G, pp. 129-131.

BzE]KP+Kadj. pl.

BzEAl]KOred
)C(M#ĜGZ+KBzE]KP+KCKXFME,CGZ["K[O)CVKZG[FZB[GQ(

red (i.e., fresh) fish

According to Rashi’s teachers, however, BzE]KP+K is a
passive participle meaning P̂Rev@I]KQ , sliced into pieces.

Cf. B#ĉPe- and F#c@P+K- .

SEE: SeP@Y

B@E+Krprt.~BEr|

rf\+Y;P#IzZ]Krkeeping silent
JeC+Kdĉr@P#TĜB@E+KrSRFEZKQH,BGT’Z["K[O

happy is he who hears (an insult) and keeps silent

This translation is based on an explanation in the Arukh,
s.v. Er

1 . According to Rashi, however, B@E+Kr means
accustoming oneself to a particular mode of behavior (as
in the entry c@r ) – in this context, listening (without
reacting). See also the word )a#(BzE]Kr̂v@B , (in) silence, in the
liturgical poem, Akdamuth (recited by Ashkenazic Jews
on the Shavu’oth festival).

As Eliezer ben Yehuda noted in his Thesaurus (s.v. BE[ ),
this Talmudic passage appears to be the basis for the
Modern Hebrew adjective B@E]Kr , indifferent or apathetic.

N̂B#ÊjfZ+Ke inf.B#Êj#Z

B]ĉMfZ+K~=B]\̂ĉMfZ+K|e inf.B]KĉM#Z

B]c#j]K~=B]\̂c#j]K:EMKB]\̂o#T#N|

J@F+Zit was cleared away
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Cf. the B]\̂o#T+N conjugation of DNK in G for G, pp. 111-113.

SEE: c#j]K

BzE#j+Ke fut. 1st pers. s.c#j]K

B#Êj#Z/B]KÊj#Z~EMZB#V̂T+N:P#Êj#Zprt.,

B]KÊj#Zimp.,B#ÊjfZ+Kinf.|

.1F]Ĥj]KZ;B@P#Zhe mentioned; he recited
B#Êj#ZN+Kda]ŶZ]KB#\r̂P#T.CZMG\MC,B

He mentioned it (=the exodus from Egypt) during
the reading of Shema.

N@P@FFeBP#Ĥj]KZ?!Z#IzP@R@BB@P#Z:B]KÊj#Z!Z"FNC,B

Why must he recite (pesukim about Divine
Kingship)?! The Torah says: Recite!

Although the standard vowel under the (alef) prefix in
binyan B#V̂T+N is pathah. , the yod in the imperative form

B]KÊj#Z (in most editions of this passage) indicates a h. irik
vowel – which is unusual̃ but not unique. See Morag, pp.
66 and 156. In fact, the form B]KÊj#Z itself appears once as
an B#V̂T+N past tense in most editions of another Talmudic
passage (in [CGTG\PC,B ). This form must not be
confused with the entry B]KĉM#Z (a contraction of B]\̂ĉM#Z

in binyan B]\̂ôT+N – with a dagesh in the daleth, but not
in the khaf).

.2F]Ĥj]KZ;b@Z#Or&l]Kr&FeK]g@M+Z

he reminded; he recalled
B#ÊĵZ+KdIeẐa#Qa+K\F#l]Ŷc@r.M\GCG\SC,B

He reminded him (about) the destruction of the
Beth HaMikdash.

B#Êj#Ẑv#QP]Kk̂\@Bc-...CZMG\NB,BGTGE

you have recalled to me the statement (attributed
to R. ...)

In addition to the five passages where this expression
occurs in our editions, another passage ( CMGZG\KB,C )
reads B#Ĥj#Ẑv#Q – with an (apparently Hebrew) zayin instead
of an Aramaic daleth – but that reading is not found in
manuscripts of that passage. (Rav EZM). For another
example of this phenomenon, see BzI#E- and its note.

For the pathah before the 3rd root-letter resh, cf. the
B#V̂T+N conjugation of FEZ in G for G, pp. 64-67.

SEE: ĉM]KZ,B#Êj#Ẑv@B

B]ĉM#Z~=B]\̂ĉM#Z|eB]KĉM#Z

B#Êj#Ẑv@Bn.

B#Ĥj@Z@F;F#Ĥj@Z#\r+OF’

mention of the Divine Name
a]\̂N@\@Bâ\]r̂Z+KâJ+KN#\B#Êj#Ẑv@BP]Qr̂J@Z#i@KB.

ZB[F[RFKI,C

On the third (day) of Tishrei the mention of the
Divine Name was abolished from documents.
SEE: B#Êj#Z

B#ÊN]KY~ENYB#V̂T+N:P#ÊN]KYprt.,R#ÊN]KYfut.,

B#ÊNfY+Kinf.|

F]ÊN]KY)B+r(he lit (fire)
B]KN@BB#ÊN]KY,P#ÊN]KY[C\MB,C

if he has not (yet) lit (the H. anukka candle), he may
s̀till´ light

SEE: ĉN#Y@F,ĉN+KŶv@B

B#ĉPe-pl.~FEOB#V̂T+N:B#F̂ĉPeimp.,

B#ĉPfK+Kinf.|

.1R]v̂Iethey sliced
ĜE]N̂P@BB#ĉPfK+KB#ĉPedĜT#îKNed?T"HNI,CGZ["K[O

But perhaps they really sliced it up and put it in (the
pot)?

.2S]ĉZe)R̂\@I]KO(they prepared (slices)
B#F̂ĉPeN]KF#c@P+KĉI+KĜ\@B!DKJKQSH,ST"CGZ["K[O

Prepare the slices of the animal for me!

SEE: F#c@P+K

B]c#l]KeB]Kc#l]K

B#ĉP]Ko#N̂D]K~=B#ĉ+ĉ+P]Ko#N̂D]K|

a-...N]Ko#N̂Deâ-

T#Er&IzNeY]KOF+Oa-...,K#ÎN̂Yea-...

Instead of their disagreeing about ... (that

case), let them disagree about ... (this case)!
B#ĉP]Ko#N̂D]Ka]ŜV+KYe,N]Ko#N̂DeâG#c#BK!PMG\KH,ZT"B

Instead of (R. Eliezer and the H. akhamim) disagree-
ing about ‘‘its doubt’’ (=a case where it is doubtful
whether the produce has been tithed), let them
disagree about (a case of) certainty (that it has not
been tithed)!

SEE: B#ĉ-,P]Ko#N̂D]K

B#c#T̂v@Bc-

T#Nc#T#\;N̂E#T#\with intention for
For examples, see the next two entries.

B#c#T̂v@BĉF@M]K

T#Nc#T#\j@xwith this intention;

with such an understanding
B#c#T̂v@BĉF@M]KN@BK̂F#C.CCBYPBYK,ST"CGZ["K[O

He did not give (the money) with this intention.
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B#c#T̂v@BĉR#V̂r+Kd

T#Nc#T#\T#X̂Pf;âK@ĤP@\f

of his own accord; on his own initiative
R@M̂Z]K...B#c#T̂v@BĉR#V̂r+KdFeBĉB#ÊN+KY.[C\YMC,C

(As for) a non-Jew ... it is on his own initiative that
he has lit.

B#c#Z-
1

~REZB#V̂T+N:P#c#Zprt.,B#c#Zimp.|

F]c]KZhe forbade through a vow
j#N̂a@Bs@CeT#B#ĉZ#dFzR@B@FP]j@NR]M̂S+KdREZKOR,ZT"B

Kalba Savu’a forbade her (=his daughter) through
a vow (to have) benefit from any of his property

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of RVY in G for G, pp. 68-70; for
the pathah. before the resh, cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of
FEZ in G for G, pp. 64-67.

SEE: R̂E#Z

B#c#Z
2

~FEZB#V̂T+N|

F]c+Z;j]a+Ehe honored
B#ÊZ#l&N&x{ĉB#c#ZN+KdN̂P@Z+Kda]ĴT]KR+d.SRFEZKQSD,C

T"VPNMKOCKH:NBGZ["K[O

‘‘Adramelekh’’ (is the name of this deity that takes
the form of a mule) – for (a mule) has honored his
master by (bearing) his burden.

According to Rashi, this Aramaic verb has the same
meaning as the Hebrew verb F]c+Z – even though the
Babylonian-Aramaic root FEZ is generally used in a
different sense (as the equivalent of the Hebrew verb I]H+Z ).
Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of FEZ in G for G, pp. 64-67.

On the other hand, Radak (R. David Kimh. i) quotes this
passage in his commentary on II Melakhim 17:31 and
explains this verb to mean bearing (a burden), deriving it
from the Aramaic root EZK (as in the entry ĉZ@B ). Cf.
Sokoloff, p. 322.

SEE: F#c#Z,B#ÊZe\@B DIFF: FzE#Z

B#ÊZ@Bn.

.1T&X&Or&Nc@DZ["K[C\SH,ST"Bfish bone

.2B&E&Z)r+OB]KN@Q(species of tree

Z["KZB[F[RFMD,B

.3P]V̂Z@s)=G]KNfQF#o@ZesT#Nv‘Z&Q(a sail

Z[C"OCCBC\ZBTD,B

B#ĉZ#a@F/B#ĉZ#a@B~B#+ĉ+Z#a@F|

"T#NF#b̂EfN@F";b̂EfN@FP]gf;N̂F&V&x

on the contrary
r̂IeR@FP̂T#k̂Ke\@BF]KB?B#ĉZ#a@F,b̂Z]KTe\@BF]KB!

\TRK\ME,C

Is (a) hot (and dry year) an advantage? On the
contrary, it is a disadvantage!

This word should not be confused with B#ĉZ#a@F , against
(the opinion of) Rabba (e.g., in CCBPXKTBKI,ST"B ). The
appropriate meaning can be determined from the
context.

B#ĉZ#a@FB]KôM@BP]Ŝv#âZ@B

b̂EfN@FP]gf!F#F&V&xP]Ŝv#a+Z!

On the contrary! The reverse makes

(more) sense!

This expression presents a logical objection to

the argument that was just quoted in the

Talmud.

BzP#ZZ#a@F:P]Ŝv#âZ@B:TzCfE@FH@Z@F,c]N̂K@OF#l&N#IY@B

B@ĤN@B,N@Ba@T̂K@Br̂I]KY@F;I@P+W,ĉN]r̂B@ZR̂F@Zf\

Y@B@H]KN,a@T+Ko+KZeZ.BzP#ZN+KdZ#CKfS+U:B#ĉZ#a@F!

B]KôM@BP]Ŝv#âZ@B!TzCfE@FH@Z@F,ĉN@BP̂P]KS@F,a@T+K

r̂I]KY@F;I@P+W,ĉP+P]KS,N@Ba@T+Ko+KZeZ.VSIKOMI,B

Rabba said: It stands to reason: An idol, which is
going (to be cast) in the Dead Sea, does not require
crushing (since it is unlikely that it will be retrieved);
h. ametz, which is going (to be cast) into any river,
requires crumbling. Rav Yosef said to him: On the
contrary! The reverse makes (more) sense! An idol,
which does not dissolve, requires crushing;
h. ametz, which dissolves, does not require crum-
bling!

Cf. Sokoloff on p. 156, who explains B]KôM@B as an
imperative from the root BVL .

In two instances ( CCBC\ZBYTF,F and CCBPXKTBRI,

ZT"C ), the phrase ĵN#o+KN#i@KB appears in this formula
instead of B#ĉZ#a@B .

B]ĉZeR@Be n.B]KR̂ÊZeR@B

B#ÊZe\@Bn.

F@E@Z;j@CfEhonor
âB#ÊZe\@BP@K̂\#\CZMG\RG,CGZ["K[O

you will die with honor

SEE: B#c#Z
2

B#c@Z+K~=B#+c@Z+Kpl.|ec@Z@B

B#ÊZ]KC@Bn.

"B#ÊZ]KC";N&\&x)P]c#\R&V#I(

measure of volume
Z["KTKZGCKQYC,B

According to Rashi, this measure equals 15 se’im. See
Table of Volume in Appendix II (3) at the end of this
book.
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B#ÊZ]KPeimp. pl.~EZOB#V̂T+N:B#ÊZfP+Kinf.|

F#ÊZ]KPe!ôReN̂E@ZfO!turn to the South!
ĵDfQB#veQĉK@\̂C]K\eN̂X]KoeR@BĉB#ẐT@BĉK]ŝZ@B+N,

B#ÊZ]KPeB#ÊZfP+K!CCBC\ZBMF,CT"VM\K"P

(People) like you who live in the north of Eretz
Yisrael, turn directly to the South!
SEE: )F#(c@ZfO,c@ZfP@B+K

B#ÊẐM-~EZLB#V̂T+N|

"F]ÊZ]Kx";F]u]KDhe overtook
ẐF+KJa@\̂Z+Kdv̂N@\@Bo#ẐS+K...ĜN@BB#ÊẐM+Kd.TCGEFHZF

JG,CGZ["K[O

He ran after him three (Persian) miles ... but he did
not overtake him.

Rashi cites the parallel verb in Biblical Hebrew in
Shofetim 20:43 – F]ÊZ]KMAFe , they overtook them.

SEE: ĉZ#Me

B#ÊZ#M̂v@Bn.

r̂J#Zv̂V]KS@F)F#l̂K#o&FB&\j‘Ifr&NRfr&F

N]D̂af\IfCf(document of seizure

This document is written by the court,

authorizing a creditor to take property of his

debtor as payment of an outstanding debt.

eP+B+KP#\B@M+KNo+KZ+K?...P]j]KP@ĴK@BB#ÊZ#M̂v@BN]KE+Kd.

CCBPXKTBNF,ZT"C

And from when may he (=the creditor) consume
produce (from the field)?... From when the
document of seizure reaches his hand.

Rashi in his commentary on CCBPXKTBJH,C relates this
term to the verb B#ÊZ+x , he overtook or he seized (the
previous entry).

B&ÊZ@T-/)B#(ĉZ@T-e n.ĉZ@T@B

B#ĉ\@R+K...N]KV̂NfDĜN]K\̂R+KâE]KE#d

T#Er&FeBrfR&F...K#IzN‘Ya@dâT#X̂P@dĜK]r̂R&F...!

Instead of stating ... (an additional clause),

let him formulate a distinction in (this

clause) itself and state ...!

An interpretation of a tanna’s halakha is

sometimes challenged in the following manner:

If that interpretation were indeed correct, the

tanna would have drawn a distinction within

the same clause of the mishna or baraitha –

instead of formulating a separate clause to

express that distinction.

P[RF:F@K@Fa#T#NYfZ@FZ]BrfQeC#T#NI@C]K\B#IzZfQ:

)1(R]r̂âZ@FF&I@C]K\a#qfZ@F{o@JeZ;)2(ĜB]OT@P#E

a#T#NF#qfZ@F{I#i@KC;)3(ĜB]OB@P#ZN̂C#T#NF&I@C]K\

"TzPfE"{o@JeZ.

\NPGE:)I#i@KC(ĵr&T@P#EN@Ver)BzC@No@JeZĵr&T@P#E

N̂M#v+U(.B#ĉ\@R+KS+KV@B:ĜB]OB@P#ZNfN̂C#T#NI@C]K\

"TzPfE",o@JeZ{N]KV̂NfDĜN]K\̂R+KâE]KE#d:a#P&FÊC@Z]KO

BzPeZ]KO?ĵr&T@P#EN@Ver{BzC@NT@P#EN̂M#v+U,o@JeZ!

CCBYPBNB,B

MISHNA: The carrier of a beam was (walking) first,
and the carrier of a barrel behind: (1) If the barrel
broke by (colliding with) the beam, he (=the
carrier of the beam) is exempt. (2) But if the carrier
of the beam stopped (suddenly), he is liable. (3) But
if he had cried out to the carrier of the barrel
‘‘Halt!’’ – he is exempt.
TALMUD: (The ruling in the second clause, ‘‘he is
liable,’’ applies only) where he stopped to rest (but
not where he had stopped merely to adjust the
beam on his shoulder. Against this qualification the
Talmud argues that, if it were true) instead of
stating (in) the last clause: ‘‘But if had cried out to
the carrier of the barrel, ‘Halt!’, he is exempt,’’ let
(the tanna) formulate a distinction (in the second
clause) itself and state: ‘‘Under what circumstances
(is he liable)? Where he stopped to rest – but if he
stopped to adjust the beam on his shoulder, he is
exempt’’ (and most certainly if he had cried out
‘‘Halt!’’)!
SEE: B#c=

B#F@B~B#+F@B|

T#NH‘B\on this; with reference to this
ĜB#F#i@KBY@B+K?B#F@B:P]Kr&a@Ba#c&Z&xĜI@r̂M@F...

TKZGCKQRB,C

and on which does R. Me’ir stand (=to which text
does he refer)? On this (=the following text): A
man who was on a journey (homeward) and it
became dark ...

For an additional example, see B]Kj@BĉP#\̂R+KN#dB#- .
SEE: B#F@R+K

B#FzE@E+K~B#+FzE@E+K|

.1H&FT#NH&Fupon each other
)Ê(P#R̂I]KB#FzE@E+KCCBPXKTBMF,ST"B

(the coins) are resting upon each other

.2H&FR&D&EH&Fone against the other
For an example, see Y@reŶZ@B+KB#FzE@E+K .

.3H&FB&\H&Feach other
P#ÊĵZ]KB#FzE@E+KTKZGCKQD,B

they remind each other

In this sense, the B#- prefix indicates a direct object, but it
is not translated into English.
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B]FzEfY+K~=B]\̂FzEfY+K|inf.

eP]KF#c#Y,P̂F#c+KY

B#F̂ceZpast pl.;N̂B#F̂cfZ+Ke inf.B#F̂c#Z

B#F#ĉPeimp. pl.~FEOB#V̂T+N|eB#ĉPe-
B#F̂c#Z~FEZB#V̂T+N:P#F̂c#Zprt.,N#F̂c#Zfut.,

B#F̂c#Zimp.,B#F̂cfZ+Kinf.|

.1F&I<H]KZhe returned; he restored
BzF#ĉZ]m]KxN]P̂E]KR̂v]Kx.M\GCG\RB,B:P[RFV"E,P"I

I will return you to your city.

.2F&I<H]KZ)o@R@KG(;F@V#x)o@R@KG(

he turned (his face)
B#F̂ĉZ]KR̂FeB]KFeN̂B#o+KdN̂D#a+Kr̂Z@D@B.[C\YMC,ZT"C

He turned his face towards the lamp.

.3T@R@F)v̂reC@F(he replied; he answered
N@BB#F̂c#ZN+KdZ@C@B.CCBC\ZBJ,B

Rava did not answer him.

.4F]q]KUhe surrounded
B#F̂ĉZeFeâN@D+KĜX@T+KKGPBVD,CGZ["K[O

they surrounded him with pitchers and bowls

For the full conjugation of this verb, see G for G pp. 64-67.

SEE: P#F̂c#Z,FzE#Z

B&F<E#Z/B&KF<E#Ze fut. 1st pers. s.FzE#Z

B#FeẐK@KZ-/B#FeẐK@Z-n.

rfP+ZSeS]KOâBAẐG@Fstable master
B#FeẐK@KZ+KdĉC+KZ&a]KFzG@FTz\]KZP]t#aeZP#N̂j@B.

CCBPXKTBVF,BGZ["K[O

Rebbi’s stable master was wealthier than King
Shappur.
SEE: BeẐK@B

B#FeẐP]KHn.

B<N‘Fe\a#c@\F#o#ẐS]K\

Ahormazd (=a Persian deity)
P]o#N̂b@xN̂T]Kk#BKĉFeẐP]KH;P]o#N̂b@xN̂\#v#BKĉB#FeẐP]KH.

SRFEZKQNJ,BBCNT’Z["KG\GS’[O

The upper half of you belongs to Ormazd; the
lower half of you belongs to Ahormazd.

The commentaries disagree about the names of the two
deities and their respective roles in the Zoroastrian
hierarchy.

SEE: FeẐP]KH

B#F+K@KB~B#+F+K@KB|

T#NB+KHf?on which? about which?

This term is usually employed in the following

manner: The Talmud has quoted a halakhic

text – either a mishna, a baraitha, or an

amora’s statement – that comprises several

clauses. The last clause presents either a

dissenting opinion or a modification or a

comment. Now the Talmud uses the term

B#F+K@KB to raise the question: Which of the

earlier clauses or elements in the text that was

quoted is being disputed, modified, or com-

mented upon by the last clause? In most cases,

this question is followed by a tentative reply

introduced by the term B]KN+KP@B .

CZKK\B:)1(B+KQIf\̂M]KQr̂VfV&Z&\âKfOJfC,ĜB+KQ

X@Z]KxNfP#Zâr#a@\.)2(R@V̂N@F{P#IzH]KZ]KQBf\@d

âr#a@\,ĜB+KQX@Z]KxNfP#ZâKfOJfC.)3(ĜZ’K‘Br]i@F

P+Y+KN.

\NPGE:Z’K‘Br]i@FB#F+K@KB?B]KN+KP@BB#Z+Kr@B{F@B

Y@P̂\#q+QP@R@B?B&k@BB#n+KV@B{v#m@BY#l@BR#l+KP]Kr̂Z@B

Y@r@Z+K![C\YPG,C

BARAITHA: (1) One must not cut a tube (for a pipe
or a faucet) on a festival – and certainly not on the
Sabbath. (2) (If) it has fallen (from the bottle where it
served as a pipe), one may replace it on the
Sabbath – and certainly on a festival. (3) R. Yoshiyya
rules leniently.

TALMUD: About which (of the two halakhoth does
R. Yoshiyya rule leniently)? If we say (he is talking)
about the first clause – (the person) is surely
preparing a utensil (an act that is clearly forbidden)!
But (if he is talking) about the latter clause – even
the first (anonymous) tanna, permits (such an act),
(and there is no point to R. Yoshiyya’s lenient
ruling).

A fuller form of the question ( B#F+K@KBY@B+K? , ‘‘on which
does it stand?’’ – i.e., to which text does he refer?) is
occasionally found in our editions of the Talmud (e.g.,

VSIKOXB,CGZ["K[O ) and more often in manuscripts
(e.g., Vatican manuscript of [C\YR,C ). See also Rashi on

[C\YR,C .

For the use of this term in other scenarios, see
CZMG\NE,C)GZ["K[O( and VSIKOS,ZT"C)GZ["K[O( .

BzF]KR@B~BzF]KR+Kpl.|n.

ôZ]KF#v@P@ZT"VZ["KSGMFNF,Cdate (fruit)
For an example – see B]b̂N]KE .

An amora named a#ZBzF]KR@B is mentioned in the Talmud
(e.g., SGJFNJ,CGZ["K[O ), but the etymology of his
name is uncertain.
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B@F>N@B/BfF>N@Bn.

B‘F&Ntent

B#FzN@Bn.

B@F@N)P]KQX&P#I(aloe (plant)
P#BK"afZ]K\"?B#FzN@B.ĜF@\#R̂K@B:ĜF#afZ]K\ĜB#FzN@B!

v̂Z+Kb#ĜGR+KB#FzN@B.[C\X,BG’NTHKZ["K’[C\YK,B

What is ‘‘borith’’? Aloe. But is it not stated (in a
baraitha): And borith and aloe! There are two types
of aloe.

This plant is mentioned in the plural together with the
spice P‘Z in Tehillim 45:9, Mishlei 7:17 and Shir HaShirim
4:14. According to Targum Onkelos and one explanation
of Rashi, it also appears in Bemidbar 24:6, j#BzF@N]KOR@J#T ,
like the aloes He planted. But Rav Sa’adya Ga’on and
Rashi’s second explanation (ad loc.) contend that BzF@N]KO

means tents. Cf. Rashi and Tosafoth on CZMG\JH,ZT"B .

B#FzNfK+Kn. pl.

PfM̂Z+KB@F@Naloe merchants
Z["KCCBPXKTBVB,B

B#FzR]K~FRKB#V̂T+N:P#F̂R+Kprt.|

F&F<R@F;FfT]KN

he benefitted; it was effective; it took

effect
B#FzR]KD̂H+Z@Fr@G@F,ĜB#FzR]KŶZ@B.CCBYPBG,C

The D̂H+Z@F-r@G@F analogy was effective (in establishing
one halakhic point), and the pasuk (itself) was
effective (in establishing another point).
SEE: FzR@K@K\@B

B#F@R+K~=B#+F@R+K|

T#NB+k&Fon these; with regard to these
P#BKIzH+K\c]ŜP#M̂v̂B#F@R+K?ŜPfxB#F@R+K!DKJKQJ,BGTGE

On what grounds have you determined to rely on
these (witnesses)? Rely on those!
SEE: B#F@B

B#F̂R@K@K\-e n. cnstr.FzR@K@K\@B

BfB]KQn. pl.

B]ĤjeZ]KOr&N)F#l]k@F("Bf")a#vfZ@F(

(Biblical) occurrences of (the word) ‘‘or’’
R&B<P#Zj@BQBfB]KQ)"BfZ@B@FBfK@E@T"([CGTG\ND,CT"V

GKYZBF:B

it was stated here (several) occurrences of (the
word) ‘‘or’’ (whether he saw or knew [about it])

BfC@Bn.

a#T#NBfC;B@E@OF#l#TzN&FB&\ZeIf\F#l+\]KO

necromancer
BfC@BJ#l#i@BĵE]KCFeBCZMG\RJ,BGZ["K[O

the necromancer by means of bones is a liar

For the Torah’s prohibition of necromancy, see VaYikra
20:27 and Devarim 18:11.

In another passage in the Talmud ( KCPG\YD,B ), Rav Ashi
refers to a person whose name was a#ZBGCB , which is
probably not related to this entry.

BfC]KE~BCEB#V̂T+N:PfC]KEprt.,BfCfE+Kinf.|

B@C#ENf;F]V̂S]KEhe lost
BzC@NPfM+Z,ĉBfCfE+KY@BPfC]KE,ĉB@P̂Z]KB<KR@r+K:H#a+KQ,

BfC+KECCBPXKTBRB,BT"VM\"K

but one who sells ... who certainly loses (merchan-
dise), as people say: (if) one sells, he has lost

The first syllable of the verbal forms BfC]KE and PfC]KE

from the Aramaic binyan B#V̂T+N features a full h. olam )f( –
the usual pattern for verbs with initial root-letter alef in
binyan B#V̂T+N , as in the conjugation of BMN in G for G, pp.
99-101. Although our editions of this passage spell the
infinitive B@CfE+K without a vav, manuscripts have the
standard BfCfE+K .

SEE: BzC#E

BfC]KNeimp. pl.~KCNB#V̂T+N:PfC]KNprt.|

FfC]KNe!FfN]KMe!bring!
"BfC]KNe"{j@NI#EP]Km̂MfQ.DKJKQSH,CGZ["K[O

‘‘Bring’’ (in the plural, applies to) everyone of you.

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of K\C in G for G, pp. 89-92.

BfC]KZ~CGZB#V̂T+N:PfC#Zprt.,BfC]KZfut.|

FfC]KZ)=F]r̂B]KZaeZ,H"B:N‘BP̂TAa@E(

he left fallow (uncultivated)
BfC]KZv]KN̂v@BC"PYE,C

he left a third (field) fallow

B]OBfC]KZĜN@BB&T<C+KE,Bzr#k+OâP+KĴC@B.CCBPXKTB

YE,B)P[RF(G["RGZ["K[O

If I will leave (the field) fallow and not till, I will pay
with the best property.

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of YGO in G for G, pp. 132-135.

SEE: aeZ@F

BfC#R̂v@B/BzC#R̂v@BĉN]Ka@Bn.

FzC@R#\F#k+Cinsight of the heart
F@\@Oa#BzC#R̂v@BĉN]Ka@Bv#N̂K@BP]Kk̂\@B.PDKNFME,C

GZ["K)T"VM\"KRKG-KGZYRab 840([O)BCNT’PSGZ\F["S(

There the matter (perception of the vision of the
‘‘chariot’’) depends upon the insight of the heart
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(rather than upon the ability to see with the eyes).

Manuscripts of this passage read BfC#R̂v@B (with a vav), as
in our editions of TCGEFHZFMI,C . Tosafoth ad loc. (s.v.

reẐK@KR+K ) explains BfC#R̂v@B as FzC@R@F – apparently from the
(Hebrew) verbal root CGQ – even though the verb is not
attested in Babylonian Aramaic. Cf. Sokoloff, p. 84.

BeĈX̂R@Bn.

TzK+Ve\;v̂r]Kre\

Z["KCCBPXKTBNG,ST"C;TI,B

fatigue; exhaustion

BeD̂K@Bn.

TzZeD@F)=I&N̂Y#\BzE@P@FI#ŶN@B]K\(

patch of (cultivated) land
)E(BzP#ZF@E+KQBeD̂K@BN&KF<G+Ko+B@FREZKOG,C\GS’GZ"Q[O

he said: May (the produce growing on) this patch
of land become ‘‘pe’ah’’ (=a portion of the crop
left for the poor)

As both Tosafoth and Ran (=Rabbenu Nisim) point out,
an BeD̂K@B is basically an irrigation ditch that surrounds a
patch of (cultivated) land, just like its Mishnaic Hebrew
counterpart TeD]i@F (in the first mishna of PGTEYJQ ). In this
passage, however, the Aramaic noun is referring to the
land itself (along with the produce growing there, which
may also be called a patch in English, e.g., a patch of
beans). For the other occurrence of this Aramaic noun in
the Babylonian Talmud, see CZMG\G,ZT"B and Rashi and
Tosafoth ad loc.

For the weakening of the guttural consonant ayin ( TeD]i@F )
to alef ( BeD̂K@B ) in Babylonian Aramaic, see the entry B#- .

BfD]KZeBfD#Z

BeD̂R@Bn.

I#k@F)=ber(TzDAk@Fround cake
FzG@Fr@Y]KNBeD̂R@BĉY]KZ@BP]q]KZ@B+KC"PSJ,CGZ["K[O

he would take a round cake of wax from wax
dealers
SEE: B#b@R@B

BfD̂R]K-e imp.B#D̂R]K-

BfD̂R]KQn. pl.

B>D@R]KO)=s@Vf\r&Nj+N]KO(rims (of vessels)
B]K\N#dBfD̂R]KQN̂X#m@BC"PMF,Bthe vessel has rims

Since this noun also appears in the Mishna (e.g., B@D̂R+KF&O

their rims, in MNKOMF:G ) and in other Hebrew contexts, it
may well be Hebrew, as indicated by the spelling BfD̂R]KO

(with a final mem) in manuscripts of this passage.

BfD#Z/BfD]KZ~BDZB#V̂T+N:PfD#Z/PfD]KZprt.,

BfD#Z/BfD]KZimp.,BfDfZ+Kinf.|

F]ŝj]KZhe rented out; he hired out

F#FeBb#ĈZ@BĉBfD#ZN+KdIzP@Z@BN̂I#ĈZ+Kd...CCBPXKTB

VB,C;M\GCG\MH,ZT"C;CMGZG\NG,B

There was a man who hired out a donkey to his
friend...

In the parallel narrative in M\GCG\ , the verb is spelled BzD#Z

(without a vav) – a binyan YN- form, meaning he hired,
i.e., he received the services (of the donkey). But
manuscripts of that passage confirm the reading BfD#Z ,
he rented out (to someone), in the (causative) binyan

B#V̂T+N .

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of KET in G for G, pp. 81-82.

SEE: BzD#Z
1

,P]v@D̂Z@B and its note.

N̂BfEfK+Ke inf.BfE]K

N̂BfEfT+Ke inf.BfE#T

BfE]K~KEKB#V̂T+N:PfE+Kprt.,BfE]Kimp.,

BfEfK+Kinf.|

.1FfE@Fhe admitted (responsibility)
ĵV#ZâP]ŶX@\,ĜBfE]KâP]ŶX@\.[CGTG\NJ,C

He denied part (of the claim against him), and he
admitted part.

.2FfE@F;F]Ŝj]KO

he accepted (his opponent’s view); he

agreed (with)
ĜBfE]KN+KdF]k+NN̂r#l#BKTCGEFHZFNJ,ST"C

but Hillel accepted (the view) of Shammai

.3FfE@F;F]a]KT#vfE@F

he thanked; he acknowledged
T#Ĉc@BÊP#o+KYN+KdP@Z+KdN̂I+KZe\ĜK@F+KCN+Kdj#Ŝo@B

ĜE#FzC@B...a@T+KN̂BfEfK+KeN̂r#afI+K.VSIKOYJH,ST"C

A slave whose master releases him to freedom and
gives him silver and gold... needs to thank (his
master) and praise (him).

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugations in G for G of K\C , pp. 89-92,
and IHK , pp. 108-110.

SEE: BfE]K\@B,N̂E]KE]K...B&k@BN̂E]KÊMeBfEfN]KP]KF@BE-

BeE+Kn. pl.

BeE]KOSRFEZKQXD,Bfirebrands

(=burning pieces of wood)
Cf. the Biblical Hebrew expression BeEPAp@NP+B+r , a brand
saved from fire, in Zekharia 3:2 – which is still used today,
especially as a metaphor for a Holocaust survivor.

BeÊK@KBn.

B#ẐR@YT"VZ["KCCBPXKTBMI,Cpurse
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BfE]KY~EGYB#V̂T+N|

F]Ŝv#j+N;F]a]KJhe observed; he peered
BfE]KYâC]ĤT@BĉE#t@BIGNKQXF,CGZ["K[O

he peered through the crack in the door

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of YGO in G for G, pp. 132-35.

BfE]K\@Bn.

r̂J#ZFfE@B@Fdocument of admission
Z["KSRFEZKQMJ,C;CCBC\ZBYPJ,B

In this document the debtor officially acknowl-

edges that he owes his fellow man money or

property. Under certain conditions, such a

document may also be used as a means of

transfer ( Y]R̂K@Q ).
SEE: BfE]K

BeÊR@B~BeÊR+Kpl.|n.

B‘H&Qear
For the Aramaic daleth as the parallel consonant to the
Hebrew zayin, see G for G, pp. 11-12.
SEE: Bem@B

BfE#T~KETB#V̂T+N:PfE#Tprt.,N̂BfEfT+Kinf.|

FfE]KT#he informed
BfE]KT+KdN̂C#T#Ns@E&F,ĜBfÊT]KR̂FeN̂S@FzZ+KC"YYC,ST"C

he informed the owner of the field, and he
informed the witnesses

For the full conjugation, see G for G, pp. 81-82.
SEE: K̂E#T

BeÊZ@B~BeẐc+Kpl.|n.

Pfx;c@C@ZZ#x

stuffing; tuft (of soft material)
Z#CI]Ŝc@Br̂Z@BN̂B#FzEfZ+KBeÊZ@BN̂C+KS#ÊK@Bâr#â\@B.

[C\PI,B

Rav H. isda permitted returning the stuffing back into
a pillow on the Sabbath.

)C(ĤG@GE@BĉBeẐc+KYKEG[KQKC,B

a bunch of tufts (of soft material)

Instead of BeẐc+K , the Munich manuscript reads BeÊZ+K

(with the daleth and the resh reversed, matching the
singular form).

BfF>N@Be n.B@F>N@B

BeF@Z+Kn. pl.

Ẑr@\f\nets
N̂P]KD̂c#NBeF@Z+KPGTEYJQKB,ZT"Bto weave nets

SEE: B]KĤN@B

B#e@GH@B~B#e@GH+Kpl.|n.

B#e@Hgoose
SEE: a#ZB#e@GH@B

B#e@GR@B/B#e@R@Bn.

.1P@NfQ;v#IzR@Flodging place; way station
P+B#e@GR@BN̂B#e@GR@BC"PTJ,CGZ["K[O)GT’Z["KNT"HSF,B(

from way station to way station

.2b]b]K\;B#P̂a#ĴK@Ftub; bathtub
âB#e@GR@BĉP#i@B[C\YRH,CGZ["K[O

in a tub of water

BzG#GR̂j@Z+Kn. pl.

v#b@Z]KO;ZfM̂N]KOmerchants; peddlers
BzP#ZN̂FeZ#CFeR@BN̂F#R̂FeBzG#GR̂j@Z+K:j]KH@ĈR]K\eB#n@B

P]m@M̂Z]KO...SGMFN,ST"CT"VZ["K[O

Rav Huna said to some merchants: When you buy
myrtle from non-Jews...

BzG#Gr/BzG+Kr~BGr:B@G+Grprt.|

.1Z@T#r;F]r̂P]KT#âYfNZ@O

it made a sound/noise; he cried out
Z+KB@FĉB@ĜGr@BIGNKQPH,CGZ["K[O

(an inflated) lung that makes a sound

R̂r#CH]KY@BG#BzG+Kra+KR+KY@R+KCCBPXKTBVG,B

a wind blew and made a (rustling) noise amidst the
bushes

For the ôT+KN pattern in the past tense of binyan YN (rather
than the usual ôT+N ), see G for G, pp. 21 and 74-75.

BzG#Grejek+KT@N̂P@B:"a@ẐMeB&\F’F#P̂CfZ@x!"

CZMG\R,B

Everyone cried out: ‘‘Bless the Lord Who is Worthy
to be blessed!’’

.2F]\̂o#ẐS+Oit became known
For an example of this meaning – which is an extension
of the first meaning, see the next entry.

.3Z#ae

they were numerous (only with a plural

subject)
P]teOĉB@ĜGr]KâZ@Mf\ZB[F[RFNF,BGZ["K[OGZ"Q

REZKOD,BE"F"P[GOEBGG[Q"

because there are many berakhoth

Today the Hebrew noun B]Ĝr@F , which is derived from
this Aramaic root, means an indistinct sound, such as a
(heart) murmur or a rustling noise.

B@ĜGr@BP]Kk̂\@B

F#c@C@ZP]\̂o#ẐS+Othe matter is publicized
P[RF:P#M̂R]KSB@E@Oo+KZf\@KGP]ôR+KF#b#m@C]KO.
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CZKK\B:eC]N̂C@Er&i#M̂R]KS+OâX]R̂T@BN̂\fxa+K\f.

\NPGE:...X]R̂T@BĉF@R+K{K̂P@P@BFeB;j+KG@Qc]ĈN+KN̂K@B

a@Teb#ĈZ+KK̂\+KZ+KeC@TeP̂EfM̂Z+KĉReZ@B,B@ĜGr@BP]Kk̂\@B.

PGTEYJQKC,ST"C

MISHNA: A person may bring in his fruit (on the
intermediate days of the festival) on account of (his
fear of) thieves.

BARAITHA: Provided that he bring them into his
house in a covert manner.

TALMUD: ...‘‘In a covert manner’’ for these
(circumstances means during) the daytime; be-
cause at night they would need extra personnel
and torches of fire, the matter is publicized
(because of the commotion).

ĉB]KB@P̂Z#v̂:Rf\̂R#QN#IzC+KZf,G#IzC+KZfN#IzC+KZf,B#ĜGr@B

ĉr#a@\!TKZGCKQXH,ZT"C

for if you were to say: (the finder of tefillin in a
public domain) should hand them to his fellow
(Jew), and his fellow to his fellow (so that no single
individual would be performing a forbidden labor
of transferring and object four cubits), the matter of
Sabbath (desecration) is publicized!

Although B@ĜGr@BP]Kk̂\@B appears in the Talmud only in
these two passages, Rashi applies it to several other
passages as well, e.g., [C\KI,B .

SEE: BzG#Gr

N̂BfHfH-e inf.P̂H]KH

N̂BfHfY+Ke inf.B#g+KY

BeĤK@Bn.

R&\#I;Iz\]KM@Fcut; slice
Z["KCKXFMJ,ZT"BE"F"CSGZB"

BfH]KN~HNNB#V̂T+N:PfH]KNprt.,BfHfN+Kinf.|

.1FfH]KN;FfZ]KEP̂I]KZ;P@M#ZâHfN

he lowered (a price); he sold cheaply(at a)

low (price)
BfH]KNeB]KR̂Feb#a+KdHeH@BP+T]Kq@Z@B,ĜN]ĈSfUH@NTzC]KÊv@B

CCBPXKTBTH,B

they originally lowered the price for him by a zuz,
but ultimately the (cost of) labor decreased

.2H]N̂H+Nhe disgraced; he belittled
c]N̂P@BP]teOH]KNe\@BFeB,ĜF@BBfĤN+Kd?CCBYPBVG,C

perhaps it is because of disgrace (that a penalty
must be paid), and behold he has disgraced him?

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of YGO in G for G, pp. 132-35.

SEE: H@N,H]KN,H]KNe\@B

BeH]KN̂v@Bn.

BzDAc@F;IzC]KN@FZ["KTKZGCKQMI,ST"C

bunch; bundle

BeH]KR̂Y@Bn.

FfX@Bf\T"VZ["KCCBC\ZBG,Cexpenses

BfH]KU~KHUB#V̂T+N:PfH]KUprt.,NfH]KUfut.,

BfHfV+Kinf.|

F]N̂G@F)=R@\#QN̂B#I+ZF#N̂G@B@F(

he lent/loaned (with the understanding

that the loan may be spent and subse-

quently repaid)
B#K̂K\]KS@FzE+KĉBfĤV+KdeV#ẐT+Kd[CGTG\PB,ST"C

he produced witnesses that (the plaintiff) had
loaned him (the money) and (that the defendant)
had paid him back

Usually, this verb and its Hebrew counterpart F]N̂G@F refer
to lending money, but they could also refer to other
commodities which the borrower may consume and
then replace, e.g., flour or eggs that neighbors borrow
from each other.

This causative B#V̂T+N form, which means he loaned,
occasionally appears in our printed editions of the
Talmud even where the context seems to require K̂H+KU

(binyan Y#N ), he borrowed (Rav EZM).

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of K\C in G for G, pp. 89-92.

SEE: K̂H+KU DIFF: Bfr]KN

BfĤN+K/B]KĤN+Ke n. pl.B]KĤN@B

BfI@Z@B~BfI@Z+Kpl.|e adj.B#IzZ]KR@B

BzG+KZ@Bn.

BzG]KZair; atmosphere; space
BzG+KZ@BĉF#ZY#ĴN#dCCBPXKTBNG,ST"C

the air of the mountain caused its death

BzG+KZ@BĉN]KĈR+KCKXFNB,CGZ["K[OGTGE

the space between bricks (that are arranged one on
top of the other without mortar)

B@G+Kre prt.BzG#Gr

BfM̂N-~BMNB#V̂T+N:PfM]KN/P#BzM]KNprt.,

NfM]KNfut.,BfMfN+Kinf.|

.1F&B<M]KNhe gave to eat; he fed
BfM̂N+KdR#FzP@Bc]ŝT@Z+K[C\YI,B
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he gave him barley bread to eat

.2H]j@FB#I+ZN&B<MfN)v̂ZeP@F(

he bestowed (upon another) the privilege

of eating (teruma )
B]KN̂B@MfN+K,b@EfNR#P]KN@BP#BzM]KN!KCPG\SI,B

If (to teach us that a minor is not entitled) to bestow
(upon others) the privilege of eating (teruma), even
an adult cannot bestow the privilege of eating
(teruma in such circumstances)!

The Munich manuscript, however, has the standard
B#V̂T+N infinitive form of this verb N̂BfMfN+K .

For the full conjugation, see G for G, pp. 99-101.

SEE: BzM#N

BeM̂N@Bn.

.1B‘M&Nfood
F@M@BP+T]Kq@Z@BBeM̂N@BeN̂C#nfUBfM&NIGNKQKE,C

here (it was) originally food and subsequently food

.2I‘N]KT+KR#K]Oan eye disease
F+KM@BĉB]Kj@BS#j@R@F,ĵDfQ...)G(\̂I]k#\BeM̂N@B...,BzV]Kke

âr#a@\r̂Z]KCKXFMC,B

(in a case) where there is danger, e.g., ...the onset
of an eye disease..., even on the Sabbath it is
permitted (to paint one’s eye for medical purposes)
SEE: BzM#N

BeĵN@Bn.

ĵN]Kr&l̂H#k̂V]KOafP#K]O)T#NâD@E]KO(;P#ĤN+U

utensil for sprinkling water (on clothes)
BeM̂N@BĉY#p@Z+KSRFEZKQXC,BGZ["K[O

a sprinkling utensil of laundrymen

BfM̂NfH@B/B#M̂NfH@Bn.

F#M̂Z@H@Fpublic announcement
Z["KC"CI,BGC"PYI,BE"F"ENBRVYKCBMNGHB"

The lamed in this Aramaic noun may be parallel to the
resh in the Biblical Aramaic noun j@ZfH@B , crier, herald, in
Daniel 3:4.

For the interchange of the consonants resh and lamed,
see Ramban on Shemoth 22:15 and G for G, p. 12.

SEE: B#M̂Z#Ĥv@B,B#M̂Z+KH

BfM̂NfS@Bn.

IzCeZ@Fb̂EfN@Fr&NBzR@r]KO

a large gathering of people
Y@B+KâBfM̂NfS@Bc&B<KR@r+KVSIKOTC,BGZ["K[O

standing among a large gathering of people

This noun, which is of Greek origin, is used in both
Aramaic and Hebrew contexts in the Talmud, e.g.,

F@ZfB&FBfM̂NfS+KK]ŝZ@B+N)CZMG\RI,B( , one who sees large

groups of the Jewish people.

Besides that traditional Hebrew usage, a new form,
BAM̂NeS]i@F , is used in contemporary Israeli Hebrew to

mean population.

Bej@O/Bej@P@B~Bej#P̂v@B/Bej#P̂v]Kf.,

Bej@P+Km. pl.|adj.

r@IfZblack
TfZ+CBej@P@BIGNKQSD,Ba black raven

BeĵP̂\@Bn.

r̂IfZblackness; dark color
BeM̂P̂\@BĉB#Ẑa@B[C\M,CGZ["K[O

the dark color (=algae of a dark green hue)
alongside a boat

In contemporary Israeli Hebrew, BeM̂P@R]if\ are
blackberries (or blueberries).

Bej@V@Bn.

BAj@U)=j#ZN]ẐM]KC@FT#Nb#CâF+P@F(saddle

BfN]KE~KNEB#V̂T+N:PfN]KEprt.BfNfE+Kinf.|

.1FfN]KE;RfN#ENf

he reproduced; he fathered
"G#K̂I]KB@E@Or̂N‘r]KOeP̂B#\r@R@F,G#ifN&Ea]ÊPe\f

ĵX#N̂Pf"{P]ĵN@NĉT#EF@B]Kc@R@BN@BG"ĵX#N̂Pf"

BfN]KE.TKZGCKQKI,CT"VCZB[K\F:D

‘‘And Adam lived one hundred and thirty years,
and he reproduced in his likeness like his image’’ –
by implication (you may infer) that until now he
had not reproduced ‘‘like his image.’’

.2K]k+E;S]i#TâN+E@Fhe assisted in childbirth
BfNfE+KTfC&E&\jfM@C]KOâr#â\@BTCGEFHZFMG,B

to assist a pagan woman in childbirth on the
Sabbath

Instead of the words TfC&E&\jfM@C]KO in our (censored)
editions, the Pesaro (1551) edition reads bfK@F , a Gentile
woman. The passage is missing from manuscripts.

.3K@X#Zit produced; it generated
BfNfE+KFeBĉY@PfN]KEZ+KI@BCKXFMD,BGZ["K[O

it is certainly producing a smell

Cf. the full conjugation of this verb (in Targum Onkelos)
in G for G. pp. 181-182.

SEE: K̂N#E#\

BeN̂N@Bn.

"R#D̂N@F")j#le\r&NTzR@C]KOBfH+K\]KO

r&l#M̂R]KS]KOâD#\BfâC+K\F#a#E(

a batch (of grapes or olives to be placed

in a wine-press or an olive-press)
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)E(P̂T#îKN]KjfZ@BâBeN̂N@BC"PYF,ST"BG’NTHKZ["K’[O

they bring a kor (measure of olives) as a batch (for
the olive press)

BeN̂P@Bn.

.1j‘I;TzE]KVe\strength; superiority
For an example – see )e(P#BKBeN̂P+Kdc-...P+-... .

.2T‘C]Kthickness
P]qfĴR@BN̂BeN̂P@B[C\YNE,BGZ["K[O

from the narrowness to the thickness
SEE: B#k]KO,B#k@P@B,B#k̂P-

BeN̂V@R@Bn.

P@S‘Z&\)r&k@P#EP+Z#af((traditional) teaching
BzP#ZZ#CR#ÎP@Qa#ZB#l]KP]t̂P+KdĉBeN̂V@R@B

TKZGCKQSH,ST"BGZ["K[O

Rav Nah.man b. Ammi said in the name of a
(traditional) teaching (from his master)

This Aramaic noun is found in Targum Onkelos, e.g., in
Bereshith 25:27 in the phrase, a+K\BeN̂V@R@B , beth midrash.

In contemporary Israeli Hebrew, the masculine noun
BAN̂o@Q is frequently used in the sense of a class or a school

(for teaching Hebrew to newcomers) or a studio (e.g., of a
radio station). The feminine form BAN̂ôR@F means a
(religious Zionist) secondary school for girls.

SEE: K̂N+KU

BeP@Bn.

o#\;N&I&OZ["KVSIKOPC,Bbread

BeP̂c@R@B~BeP̂c#Qcnstr.,BeP̂c@R+Kpl.|n.

F#TzZ@M@F;F#r̂T@Z@F;BAP̂c@Q

estimation; assessment; assumption (with

respect to the intention of a person in a

specific situation)
BeP̂c@R@BĉC+Kc]KR@BCCBYPBXB,ZT"B

an estimation by the court

P#BQv#m@BĉB@ĤN]KR#Qa@\#ZBeP̂c@R@B?BzP#ZZ#CR#ÎP@Q:Z’

r]P̂TfQa&QP̂R#ŜK@BF]KB,ĉ\#R̂K@B:FzZ+Kr&F@N#xâRf

N]P̂E]KR#\F#i@O,Ĝr@P#Tr&l+\âRf,ĜT@P#EĜM@\#Cj@NR̂M@S@KG

N̂B#I+Z,ĜB#I#Zj@xa@BâRf....Z’r]P̂TfQa&QP̂R#ŜK@B

BfP+Z:B+KQP#v̂R@\fP#v@R@F,r&B]N̂P@N+BF@K@FKfE+T#r&âRf

Y#i@KO,N‘BF@K@Fjf\̂C@Q.CCBC\ZBYPG,C

Who is the tanna (who holds) that we follow an
assumption? Rav Nah.man said: It is (the view of) R.
Shim’on b. Menasya, for it is taught (in a baraitha):
(If) a person’s son went overseas, and he (=the
father) heard that his son died, and he went and
assigned in writing all his property to someone
else, but subsequently his son reappeared.... R.

Shim’on b. Menasya says: His gift is not a (legally
valid) gift, for had he known that his son was alive,
he would not have assigned it (to another).

Both the Hebrew nouns B‘P&E , which appears in the
Mishna (e.g., in SRFEZKQNH,B ), and BAP̂c@Q , which is found
in post-Talmudic Hebrew (e.g., ZPC"OFN’DKZG[KQKD:MH ),
are still used today with these same meanings.

SEE: B#P̂E-,reP@B

Bel@Fn. abs. s.,Bel+Ke n. pl.Bel̂\-

BeP@R@B~BeP@R+Kpl.|n.

.1BAP@QZ["KSRFEZKQMJ,Bcraftsman

.2P#q]KHc@OZ["K[C\YRG,Bbloodletter

.3S#o@ZZ["KPDKNFJH,Bbarber

.4PfF+N[C\YND,Ccircumciser
The Biblical Hebrew noun B@l@Q in Shir HaShirim 7:2 and
the Mishnaic Hebrew noun BeP@Q (or BAl@Q ), for example, in

PGTEYJQKB,B)P[RF( both mean a craftsman. In Modern
Hebrew, however, an B@l@Q is often an artist.

BeP@Re\@Bn.

BAP@Re\;P̂N@BM@Ftrade; profession

BeP̂X@B~BeP̂X+Kpl.|n.

Iz\]KM@F)N@Z‘Cr&Na@s@ZI#KBfX@NeKP̂T#J(

slice (usually of raw or rare meat); steak
Z["K[C\YP,BGIGNKQRJ,B

For an example, see B#o+KY .

ĜBfP+Zprt.

eV@SeYRfS#UPfM]KI#

and (Scripture also) states

This term is used in the following context:

One Scriptural passage has been quoted as a

proof – usually introduced by the term r&R&B<P#Z ,

as it has been stated, in a mishna or baraitha.

Then, the term ĜBfP+Z is used to introduce an

additional Biblical proof text. Sometimes, the

Talmud proceeds to challenge the need for the

additional proof and asks: P#BK"ĜBfP+Z"? , what

is (the need for) ‘‘and (Scripture also) states’’?

"a@R]KOB#v&ON#F’B<N‘Y+KM&O")ECZKOKE:B({a]ĤP#Q

r&B#v&ORfFzD]KOP]R̂F#Da@R]KO,B#v&OŶZeK]KO"a@R]KO";B+KQ

B#v&ORfFzD]KOP]R̂F#Da@R]KO,B+KQB#v&OŶZeK]KO"a@R]KO";

c]ĈZ+KZ’K̂FeE@F.Z’P+B]KZBfP+Z:a+KQj@xea+KQj@xB#v&O

ŶZeK]KO"a@R]KO",r&R&B<P#Z:"a@R]KOŜM@N]KOF+l@F")KZPKFG

E:MC(,ĜBfP+Z:"a@R]KON‘BB+PeQa@O")ECZKONC:M(,
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ĜBfP+Z:"H&Z#TP̂Z+T]KO,a@R]KOP#r̂I]K\]KO")K[TKFG

B:E(...YKEG[KQNG,B

‘‘You are sons of the Lord your God’’ – when you
behave like sons, you are called ‘‘sons’’; (however,
when) you do not behave like sons (i.e., you sin),
you are not called ‘‘sons’’; (such is) the opinion of
R. Yehuda. R. Me’ir says: In both cases you are
called ‘‘sons,’’ as it has been stated: ‘‘They are
foolish sons,’’ and (Scripture also) states: ‘‘They are
sons (who) have no faithfulness,’’ and (Scripture
also) states: ‘‘Wicked children, sons that deal
corruptly’’ ...
SEE: P#BKĜBfP+Z,R&B<P#Z

BeP̂\-~Bel@Fabs.,BeP+Kpl.|n.

BAl@Fnation
P̂E#a#ẐR@BĉBeP̂\+KdM\GCG\KH,B;SRFEZKQKE,B

the leader of his nation

BfR-~BfRf\pl.|n.

r̂J@Z)N@Z‘C,r&NP̂M]KZ@F(

document (usually: a bill of sale)
)[(jf\̂C]KQT@N@KGBfRf,G#BzV]Kkeâr#a@\

DKJKQI,CGZ["K[O

its bill of sale may be written (by a non-Jew) for it
(=the field), and even on the Sabbath

Rashbam (on CCBC\ZBRC,BE"F"BGRG\" ) relates this
noun to the Biblical Hebrew phrase Z+Br]K\BfRf , ‘‘the first
of his strength’’ (=his first-born), in Devarim 25:17.
According to the Arukh (s.v. BQ ), however, it is of Greek
origin. Cf. the Western-Aramaic parallel BfR]K\@B in the
Palestinian Targumim of Bereshith 49:21 and in the
Jerusalem Talmud ( \TRK\E:F ).
DIFF:: BfR]K\@B

Bem@B~Bem+Kpl.|n.

.1B‘H&Qear
N@Br@P#TB<KR]KrY@NBem+KdZB[F[RFN,B

a person cannot hear sound in his ears

.2K@E]K\Bfs@V@F)r&NĵN]K(

handle or rim (of a vessel)
P+Bem@BÊI#X̂a@B[C\YI,ZT"BGZ["K[O

from the rim of a pitcher

BeR@BĉH]KY@BDKJKQSJ,CGZ["K[O

the handle of a goatskin

.3BeR@F)r&NZ+KB@F(lobe (of a lung)
IzP+KrBem+KB]K\N#dN̂Z+KB@F.IGNKQPH,B

The lung has five lobes.

The basic meaning of this noun, a contracted form of
BeĉR@B (with the consonant daleth omitted and

represented by a dagesh in the nun), is ear (Heb. B‘H&Q ).
The second and third definitions derive from the ear-like

shapes of a handle (of a vessel) and a lobe (of a lung).

SEE: BeÊR@B

B#e@R@Be n.B#e@GR@B

BfR@B@Fn.

.1BfR@B#\P@PfQ)ôD]KT@Fj#N̂j@N]K\a#geN#\

âP#u@BeP#v@Q{a+KQP]p#EF#lfM+Za+KQP]p#E

F#kfY+I#(

monetary exploitation (through over-

charging or underpaying)
ŝM]KZe\{K+rNfBfR@B@FBfB+KQNfBfR@B@F?

CCBPXKTBRG,C

(As for) rental – is it subject to (the prohibition of)
exploitation or not?

r̂\e\{Y@R@F,eP#IzH]KZBfR@B@FYKEG[KQPC,ZT"CT"V

GKYZBMF:KE

(if he overcharged) one-sixth – (the purchaser) has
acquired (the item), and (the seller) must return
(the profit gained by) the exploitation

.2BfR@B#\ĉC@Z]KO)ôD]KT@Fa#geN#\T#NK̂E+K

c]aeZ(

verbal exploitation (through hurtful

speech)
"N‘B\fReB]KrB&\TzP]K\f"{âBfR@B#\ĉC@Z]KO.F@B

j+KX#E?B]OF@K@Fa#T#Nv̂reC@F,B#NK‘BP#ZNf:ĤMfZ

P#Tzs&KyF@Z]BrfR]KO!CCBPXKTBRI,CT"VGKYZBMF:KH

‘‘Do not exploit one another’’ – i.e., verbal
exploitation. How is this? If he were a repentent
sinner, one should not tell him: Remember your
former deeds!

This scenario and the others portrayed in the Talmud
and the Midrash ( SVZB,VZYE:B-C ) feature taking
advantage of another person as the basic Biblical
prohibition. According to the Sefer HaH. innukh, com-
mandment 338 opposes any speech that would cause
mental anguish to another.

The Talmudic discussion (in CCBPXKTB ) also contains the
following Hebrew verbal forms that have been derived
from the noun BfR@B@F :

F#P̂B#m&F[ORJ,BGZ["K[Oonewho(verbally)offends

BfR]K\#R]K[OPJ,ST"Che overcharged me

R]\̂B#m@F[Ohe was wronged

For further details about BfR@B@F , see the entries BfR@B@F ,
BfR@B#\ĉC@Z]KO and BfR@B#\F#b+Z in the first volume of

Encyclopedia Talmudit.

SEE: BfR]K-,BfR]K\@B

BfRf\e n. pl.BfR-
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BfR]K-~KRKB#V̂T+N|

FfR@Fhe exploited; he overcharged
F#r̂v@BĉBfR+K\@Q,P@X+K\F@ÊZ#v̂a@x?C"CVE,ZT"B

Now that you have overcharged them, can you
retract?

A similar verbal form, BfR]K\#R]K , you overcharged me, is
found in Mishnaic Hebrew ( CCBPXKTBPJ,ST"C ).

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugations in G for G of K\C , pp. 89-92
and IHK , pp. 108-110.

SEE: BfR@B@F

BfR]K\@Bn.

FfR@B@F;T&N̂afQexploitation; humiliation
P#BQĉN@Br#F̂K#KdN̂BfR]K\@BĉP#N̂j@Bc&B<EfO{N@B

R̂r#F̂K#KdN̂BfR]K\]Kx.CCBC\ZBMC,BGZ["K[O

He Who did not tolerate the humiliation suffered
by the King of Edom – will (surely) not tolerate your
humiliation.

In the Jerusalem Talmud (et al.) this Aramaic noun has a
different meaning, as noted in the entry BfR- .

SEE: BfR]K-,BfR@B@F

BfR&S~BfR@S]KQ/BfR@S]KOpl.|;BeR̂S@B~BeR̂S+Kpl.|n.

P#p@Ca]N̂v]KR]P̂R#T;v̂BeR@F;F&M̂Z+I#

inevitable circumstances; accident, force;

duress
v̂I]Kk@\fa]V̂r]KT@F,ĜSfVfâBfR&SCCBYPBMB,C

(if) its inception (=the beginning of the damaging
act) was due to negligence, but its culmination was
due to inevitable circumstances

BeR̂S@Bc]r̂M]KI#r@BR+K,ĉM+KG@QĉB]Ka@T+KN+KdN̂B#\̂RfK+KĜN@B

B#\̂R]K;B]KFeĉB#V̂S+KEB#m#V̂r+Kd.M\GCG\C,C;D,B

a frequent accident is (treated) different(ly), since he
should have made a stipulation (in anticipation of
missing the ferry) but did not; therefore it is he who
has caused himself the loss.

B#b#CBeR̂S+Kdb@P#ZeP#ŶR+KDKJKQRF,CGTGE

on account of his duress, he decides to transfer (his
property)

BfR&SZ#IzP@R@Bo#ĴZ+Kd,c]M̂\]KC:"ĜN#m#TzZ@FN‘B\#Tzs&F

E@C@Z"!TCGEFHZFRE,BGTGET"VECZKOMC:MG

(As for an act committed under) duress, the Torah
has absolved him, for it is written: ‘‘But to the girl
you shall not do anything!’’

The abstract Hebrew noun BfR&S (with the accent on the
first syllable) must not be confused with the next entry,

BfR+S (with the accent on the last syllable). But one of the
three tractates where this passage occurs ( REZKOMH,B )
has the passive participle B@ReS , (a person) under duress,
instead. Today the noun B‘R&S usually refers to rape.

SEE: BzR#S

BfR+Sn.

B#m@Srapist
F@BfR+SRf\+QB&\F#p#T#Z,ĜF#P̂V#v&FB+KRfRf\+QB&\

F#p#T#Z.M\GCG\NJ,B)P[RF(

A rapist must pay for the pain (he caused), while a
seducer does not have to pay for pain.

In Mishnaic Hebrew the verb BRS often means rape –
especially BfR+S , the active participle of binyan YN , which
is here contrasted to P̂V#v&F , the active participle of
binyan o#T+N from the root V\F . Like other participles,
these forms may also function as nouns, as in this entry.
The feminine passive participle BzReS@F , a woman who has
been raped, also occurs in the Mishna and in the
Talmud. Cf. Esther 1:8.

SEE: BzR#S

BeR̂Y@B/TeR̂Y@Bn.

X#e@BZ)r&NâF+P@F(neck (of an animal)
Z["KCZMG\PE,C

SEE: TeR̂Y@B and its note

BeŜK@B~BeS+Kpl.|n.

R̂I]KZT"VZ["KNVSIKOYKC,ZT"Bnostril

BfS]KU

.1FfS]KU;F]Ẑa@Fhe added; he increased
P]r̂R+FvfZ@FN̂BfSfV+KFeBc#Bz\@BIGNKQSD,ZT"C

The book of Devarim has come to add (mitzvoth
not mentioned in the earlier books of the Torah).

F@M@BY@BPfŜV@BĜB@ĤN@BTZMKQN,C

here it continues to increase

.2FfS]KU;F]P̂r]Kxhe continued
"YfNb@EfNĜN‘BK@S@U"{F@M]KR#l+KĉN@BBfS]KUFeB?!

B&k@BĉN@Bo@S#YFeB!SRFEZKQKH,BT"VECZKOF:KI

A great voice and it did not ‘‘yasaf’’ – does it too
mean that (the voice) did not continue?! Rather it
means that (the voice) did not cease!

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of K\C in G for G, pp. 89-92.

SEE: B]KvfS#U

BeV̂K@Bn.

Y&X&UZ["KCKXFMJ,Bfoam; froth

BeV̂v@B~BeV+K/BeV̂K+Kpl.|n.

b&H&ZT+W)P+T&X&OF#b&H#T(;P#Y+Npiece of wood

(from the trunk of a tree); log; stick
’NTHKZ["K’SGMFNC,B)BCNT’\GS’[O(
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BeX̂K@K\@B/BzX]KB@\@Fn. pl.

reZf\)r&Nb̂V@R]KO(rows (of vines)
Z[C"OC"CPB,ZT"C;Z["KC"PVJ,ZT"CE"F"ZB[K

BGPRKG\"

BfYE-~KYEB#V̂T+N|

s@Z#U;F]ĈT]KZhe burnt; he ignited
ĜBfY+E]KR#Qc@G]EZ"FMC,CT"V\"KN[PGBNCF:MB

and (King) David burnt them

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of K\C in G for G, pp. 89-92.
SEE: K@Y+KE,K̂YeE,PfŶE-

N̂BfYfN+K/B#qfN+Ke inf.B#q+KN

BfY]K/BfY]KO~YGOB#V̂T+N:PfY]K/PfY]KOprt.,

NfY]KO/NfY]Kfut.,BfY]K/BfY]KOimp.,BfYfP+Kinf.|

.1F+Y]KO;F&T<P]KE)b@Z#ON#TzP‘E(

he got (someone to stand) up; he had

(someone) stand up; he placed
R#ŶJ+Kda]KE+KdĜBfŶP+KdĜB#ôY+Kd.DKJKQRG,ZT"B

He took him by the arm and got him up and threw
him out.

BfY]KZ@C@BB@PfZ@BTzN+KdeÊZ#r.CCBC\ZBYMH,ST"B

Rava had an interpreter stand by his side and
lectured.

P̂N@BjeH@BĉP#i@B...;j#EBz\e,BfŶP]KR̂FeY#l+KY+KS@Z

CMGZG\J,ZT"B

he filled a jug of water...; when it (i.e., the water)
arrived, he placed it before the emperor

In the English translation of this example, the singular
pronoun it refers to the noun water. In Aramaic,
however, P#i@B (like the Hebrew P#K]O ) is grammatically
plural; hence the verb Bz\e , they arrived, is plural.

.2F]r̂B]KZ)T#Nj#mf(

he set up; he maintained (the status quo);

he preserved; he left (intact)
BfY]KP@PfR@BâI&ĤY#\P@Z+Kd!YKEG[KQPF,CG["R

Maintain the money (or property) in the possession
of its owner (in accordance with the status quo)!

BfŶPeF@B#ĉBfZ@K̂K\@BPRIG\RB,ST"C

they left it (=the halakha) at the (original) Torah
status (that this offering is the community’s
responsibility)

.3P]m@Fhe appointed
ĉC+KR̂s]KB@FBfŶPec#i@KR@BĉN@BFzG@Fb̂P]KZSRFEZKQH,C

the members of the Nasi’s household appointed a
judge who was not learned

.4S]i+O;T@X#Zhe finished; he stopped
a@\#ZĉBfY]KO,BzP#ZN̂FeFGZKG\KD,CGZ["K[O

after he finished, he said to them

.5Y]i+O;K]u+Ohe fulfilled
)G(BfY]KâR#V̂r#BK:"j]KN‘BK&Îc#NB&ĈKfQP]q&Z&CF@B@Z&W".

\TRK\MB,BT"VECZKOJG:KB

I will fulfill by myself (the Biblical passage): ‘‘For the
poor will not cease from the earth.’’

The use of the form BfY]K from the causative B#V̂T+N binyan
in this sense is surprising – although the parallel Biblical
Hebrew F]V̂T]KN binyan sometimes does have this
meaning, e.g., K@Y]KO in Devarim 27:26. As Rav EZM has
noted, manuscripts of this passage read BzY#i+KO , from the
o#T+N binyan, the form that would be expected.

.6F&T<P]KE;o+Z+r

he set up (a mishna or baraitha as

referring to a specific case or as present-

ing the opinion of a particular tanna); he

interpreted
ĜF@BBfY]KP̂R@B:Z+Kr@Ba]P̂X]KB@FĜS+KV@BâP]q@I

eP]P̂j@Z?!C"PI,B

But have we not interpreted: The first clause (of our
mishna refers) to (finding) a lost article and the
latter clause to buying and selling?!

Such an interpretation is called an BfY]KP̂v@B by some of
the commentators on the Talmud. For example, see:

\GSVG\SRFEZKQSD,ZT"BE"F"BPZZ’BPK" .

For the full conjugation, see G for G, pp. 132-135.
SEE: ceQP]Km#dĜBfY+KâB#\̂Z#d,P#BKBfY]KP̂v@B,Y@O

BfY]KZ~KYZB#V̂T+N:PfY]KZprt.,BfY]KZimp.|

.1F]\̂K#q+Z

it became more expensive; (its value)

appreciated
)E(BfY]KZa]KŝZ@BCCBYPBPG,ST"B

the value of meat appreciated

.2j]a+Ehe honored; he respected
BfY]KZeN]R̂r#K̂KMej]KF+KM]Kĉ\]\̂T#v̂Ze.C"PRJ,ST"B

Honor your wives so that you be wealthy.

Cf. the noun K̂Y@Z , honor (e.g., in Esther 1:20, re the honor
due to husbands), which the Babylonian amora, Rav
Nah.man b. Yitzh. ak, identifies as Aramaic ( PDKNFJ,B ).

Cf. the B#V̂T+N conjugation of K\C in G for G, pp. 89-92.
SEE: K@ŶZ@B,K̂Y@Z@B

BeẐC+Kn. pl.

reZf\)N̂C+R]KO(rows (of bricks)
Z["K[C\R,ST"CE"F"SMKRBECKRKBGZCK"

BeẐa@R+Kn. pl.

T#R̂V+KTzZ@C@Fwillow branches
X̂Z]KV@BĉBeẐa@R+KCCBPXKTBPC,BGZ["K[OE"F

"EBGZCRK"a hut (made) of willow branches
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